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FOURIER TRANSFORM IMR

Dave McMillin October 27, 1970

Introduction:

Sensitivity in nmr experiments is a vital concern.^ Many
interesting nuclei like ^®C are difficult to observe, mainly
because of low natural abundance. Using time averaging methods,
some success has been achieved. This technique takes advantage
of a theorem which states that the entire frequency Spectrum
can be regenerated from a finite set of appropriately selected
points. The results of numerous scans are digitalized, added
and then plotted as a single spectrum with a signal to noise
(S/N) ratio which is approximately improved by the square root
of the number of scans. ^ More recently, it has been shown that
pulse techniques in conjunction with time averaging can signifi-
cantly enhance the sensitivity,^ The purpose of this seminar
will be to present a simplified discussion of this experiment
and to indicate its utility.

Discussion of the Experiment:

Consider polarizing the spins in a static magnetic field
H §_ and subsequently introducing a sequence of rf pulses which
a?e spaced at intervals of T sec. along the x axis and which are
individually described by 2Hi cos wit where each pulse lasts a
time T. The motion of the magnetization describes a regular
pattern in which an rf pulse rotates it from an initial position
Ml to position Ma after ^ich it begins to relax toward the
equilibrium position until its evolution is disturbed by the
next rf pulse at position M3. When a steady state is reached,
Mi=M3, Under the proper conditions in the rotating reference
frame the effective magnetic field approximates HiX during an
rf pulse. This effects a rotation of the magnetization through
the angle a - yHi t toward the x,y plane, establishing a net trans-
verse component for the magnetization. The detector system
observes the decay of this transverse component in the time be-
tween the pulses. Thus the overall signal or time function that
the spectrometer digitalizes and adds successively is the free
induction decay (FID) of the magnetization. An appropriate
operation by an on-line computer transforms the accumulated FID
into the enhanced frequency spectrum of the spin system iden-
tical to the usual sLow passage absorption signal.

Theory:

It has been shown that the FID of a spin system is the
Fourier transform of the slow passage absorption signal.^ The
formal proof ..is complicated, but a rather simplified and intui-
tive approach indicates the desired result and lends an
important physical interpretation.





The Fourier transform of the previously described pulse
sequence is a set of discrete frequencies which are sidebands
of the carrier frequency % given by f =oji/2Tr+n/T n = 0,1,2..,.
If an rf pulse is applied at t=Oj, the y-magnetization for the
period +0 s t ^ T is given by

My(t) = My(-l-O) cos((8^-(t>i.)t)exp(-t/T2)

+M^(+0) sin((ej_-oui)t)exp(-t/T)

where P. = Larmor frequency of the set of spins i and M (+0) and
M (+0) '• are functions of p., T, Ti , Ta* uui , M^, and a. The
Fourier transform of the periodic signal M (t) is a discrete
spectrum with frequencies f=n/T (n = 1,2, %..). With the cor-
responding coefficients C given to a good approximation by

Q ^U — ^_ 1 f(Ti. Ts, uji, !3j_, a)

^ ^ (Au)T2)2 + 1 (2T)iA

where A«) = Bj-((JUi-^2TTn/T). Thus the line shape is the same in the
frequency spectrum of the FID as the usual slow passage absorption
signal. The physical analogy which suggests itself is a multi-
channel spectrometer. Detailed analysis shows the S/N ratio of
the FTS spectrum is enhanced approximately by a factor of {F/L)^/^
compared to the usual slow pass<?.ge signal observed for the same
total time. Here F is the total width of the spectrum and L is
a typical line width. ^ Fourier transform spectroscopy (FTS) is
particularly advantageous if Ti- 'j?2.

Applications

:

The technique has been shorn to be very useful for high
resolution nmr--any broadening due to deviations from slow passage
is avoided.* Systems with larg^ F should be very usefully
studied with this method as, for example, ^®G systems.^ A consider-
able amount of shift data and coupling constant data for ^®C
spectra has been accumulated® and interpretation of the spectra
has been facilitated, FTS has been shown to be a very efficient
method for obtaining ^®C ranr in both natural abundance^ ^"^ and with
small enrichment.® Overhauser effects accompanying proton de-
coupling yields further enhancementi the resulting simpler spectra
aid in the assignment of peaks. ^ Some systems have long relax-
ation times, yet short FID because of magnetic field inhomogen-
eity. Spin echo techniques have yielded much improved results
here.^^'^i

Future

:

Th.e future of the method in high resolution nmr seems very
bright indeed, particularly for biolog:ical systems using ^^C.
Possible ^^N experiments have been suggested.''' Applications to
inorganic systems are nuite feasible. The composition of
HIr(CN)5 in so3.ution could easily have bean determined using FTS
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as opposed to time averaging*^ ^ Many heavy metals have isotopes
that require high levels of sensitivity. In addition, there are
quite promising possibilities in studying transient effects and
molecular motion including studies of the Nuclear Overhauser
effect and relaxation times for different lines in the same
spectrum,^ ^
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SINGLET OXYGEN

Ray Sweany November 5s 1970

The prediction of a triplet ground state for the oxygen
molecule is presented to freshmen as a victory of molecular
orbital theorj''. Recall that two electrons fill the n doubly
degenerate orbitals so that their spins need not be pSired
while still obeying the Pauli rule. However, the spins can
be paired. Two excited singlet states are possible without
disrupting the KK^a^a^cr^TT^rr^ configuration; the ^ &g state and
the ^t\ state. Thef Sri Z2f4 kcal and SfA kcal above the ^S~
ground^state^ respectively. Recently^ 02(^t^g) has drawn ^
particular attention because:

a) it otBii reacts differently from the ground
state and at an increased rate^

b) it ha.s a relatively long lifetajne (3.88 x 10^
seconds as an unperturbed molecule),

c) it is found in the atmosphere,

d) it has been linked to photodynamic action,
a process which is capable of destroying
chemica,ls essential for life.

Ten years ago a significant presence of singlet oxygen in
the e,tmosphere was discounted, leighton (1956) reasoned that a
direct excitation of oxygen hj sunlight cannot create significant
concentrations. The transition from Osi^T-^) to OaC^Ag or ^S ) is
forbidden by the necessity of a spin changi. Ignoring the problem
of spin, the transition still must occur by a magnetic dipole
mechanism. This tj'pe of mechanism results in significantly
smaller transition probabilities than electric dipole mechanisms,
Leighton failed to realize that> once formed-* spontaneous re-
laxation of the singlet states is as improbable as was their
formation, Also^ other non-radiative processes are occurring
which avoid the necessity of making a spin transition,

I'toile direct excitation can occur, it is exceedingly im-
probable. The Einstein coefficient for spontaneous emission. A,
equals ,085 sec^^- and .000258 sec""^ for the ^S and ^ Ag un-
perturbed molecules. They also give a measure^of the probability
of energy absorption. Collisions with inert bodies cause these
probabilities to increase* The increased probability still can't
account for the observed singlet oxygen concentration in the at-
mosphere. Other sources include:

O3 + h'n — ^ O2 (^ Ag) + oC^d)

20(^D) ^ 1O2

0(1 D) + O3 ^202
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o(^D) -t- Og ' yopA'-^t) + o(p^)

jfO 4- 03 —^-—^ NO2 + ^Os Kummler (1970

)

photosensitization (to be dealt with later).

Rocket soundings in the upper stratosphere have detected
maxlina for both singlet states at 45 km.

[02(^Ag)J^g^ - 4*10^° molecules/cm^ E\-ans et al (1968)

[02(^st)3^^^ + 2«10® molecules/cm^ Wallace (I968)
g max

Kummler (1969 ) estimated the ratio of O2 (^ Ag )/03 in California
at S'lO*"^.

^

Reactions of singlet oxygen

The electronic configurations of the three lowest states
of oxygen can be represented as;

*
®^ ^ ±.

^T, ^ I- n

g
*

^ is hi' . TT*

Note the txfo T. states are orbitally identical • The unique
distribution of electrons in the Ag state has been cited as
cause for its unique properties Woote^ 1968a) 02(-^Ag) reacts
with olefins faster, as much as 100§ times faster, than'^the
ground state » Reaction rates of -^ S with olefins have never
been measured. Its rate of reaction with olefins is expected
to be as slow as the ground state (Kahn 1969)- Typical re-
actions of Osiris ) include the following groupings:

a) Reactions with cis dienes to form endoperoxides
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b) Reactions with isolated double bonds to fonn
hydroperoxides

CH3 GH3 GH2 CHs

^>=:C "^ OaC^Aa;) ^ "^C - C - CH3
CH3 CH3 GH3 "^OOH

CH3 H GH2 H CHs TT

"~::^ + OaC^A^) -^ -^C - C<- OOH + HOO >:.G - C'^
CH3 GHg "^ GH3 ^GHa GH3 12

^3
^8^ CH2 5^^

u

CHs- GH - C-;^^^^ + 02(^Ag.) -^ ^G^ ^„ +

GH3 GH3 rw'"' V"^3
^-"^3 GH3 OOH

k9fo

CH3

H3 __q;:jCH2

.CH om "^ CH3

CH3 Poote

5^^ 1968b

It is not clear to me whether ground state oxygen aTfects these
reactions* Tjrpical oxidations are carried out under conditions
which woiHd favor the formation of singlet oxygeni that is# they
are performed in the presence of a sensitizer. Light is also
necessary. (The significance of these conditions will be dealt
with later,

)

It has loeen suggested in various places that singlet oxygen
plays an important role in atmospheric reactions. The formation
of photochemical smog and the enhanced oxidation of atmospheric
nitric oxide have been extensively studied. One mechanism put
forward suggests it is the reaction of singlet oxygen with olefins
which starts a free radical^ chain reaction. The hydroperoxide
or endoperoxide formed from singlet oxygen would provide the
initiating free radicals (Wayne 1969a), The D region of the ion-
isphere contains more nitric oxide than predicted; the stratosphere
contains less carbon monoxide than predicted. Singlet oxygen has
been invoked in both situations. It appears that the reactions

GO + 02(^Ag) -> GOa + (Fisher, I966)

N(^S) + 02(^A^) -> NO + (Barth, 1970)
^ (Strobel, 1970)

are neither fast enough to account for the discrepancies.
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Many oxidati.ons of organic materials are -worked in the
presence of sensitizer molecules imder visible or UV light,
A common feature of sensitizers is a low lying triplet state.
The oxidations promoted "by these sensitizers often involve
singlet oxygen, A mechanism which has been developed involves:

a) photoexcitation of the sensitizer to an excited
singlet state,

sens ^ ^sens*

b) relaxation of the sensitizer to a lower lying
triplet state

^sens* -^ ^sens*

c) quenching of the sensitizer triplet

®sens* + ^Oz * sens + O^C^E^ or ^A )
g o

d) reaction of singlet oxygen with substrate

^Oa + A -> AO2

This mechanism has been shown to be valid in a number of cases,
but cannot expla,in the totality of photo-oxidations (Bourdon,
1969). Photodynamic action is a name given to sensitizer pro-
moted oxidations, A number of tissue components are destroyed
in the presence of sensitizer, light and oxygen. Cancer of the
skin has ^^e^en induced by sensitizers. Linking singlet oxygen
with sensitizers leads to some interesting hypotheses.

Production of singlet oxygen

For gas phase kinetic study singlet oxygen ("^ A ) is custom-
arily generated by electrodeless radio or microwave^discharges
(Pitts, 1970). In the discharge, a variety of short lived species
are formed as well as singlet oxygen, but they can be removed with
reasonable care. In the liquid phase, reactions I and II may be
employed a,nd a wide variety of sensitizers are also available.

I H2O2 + OGl' -> 02(1 Ag) + CI" + H2O (Khan, 1970)

II ((CH3)2CH)20 + O3 '^^ether adduct ^^I^^^S 0^^ h^)

+ side products (Murray, 1970)

It should be pointed out that these preparations are not totally
efficient. Discharges give as much as 10-20^ conversion to the
singlet state in low pressure flows. Sensitizers may convert up
to 70% of the available oxygen to the singlet state. Reaction I
produces 70-100^ Ozi^ (s^)% II produces 21^.
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Conclusion: Singlet oxygen has recently been discovered as active
in some photosensitized oxidations » At the same time, students
of the atmosphere "began to look for singlet oxygen and discover
its role in dynamic atmospheric interactions. As men have been
aware of its existence^, they have found it being produced in
several systems. At this stage^ we know only little about what
it is doing and what it can do«
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APPLICATIONS OP M5sSBilUER SPECTROSCOPY TO HETEROGENEOUS CATALYSIS

Allen Marks November 10, I97O

Introduction

This seminar will be concerned with some applications of
M8ssbauar spectroscopy in the study of heterogeneous catalysis.^

Theory

M8ssbauer spectroscopy is based on emission and absorption of
yrays resulting from transitions between nuclear energy levels.
The very small llnewidths characteristic of M^ssbauer transitions
makes the recoil of the nucleus (due to the momentum of a photon)
significant. The slight shift in energy prevents an absorbing
nucleus from absorbing the emitted y^Ta.Ys»

Intensity

A i
E^E, Eo E^E '^^^^gy

Eo = Transition Energy

E = Eecoil Energy

Eo-E = Energy of emitted yray

Eo-^E^^ = Energy needed to absorb
Y-ray

However, if the nucleus is strongly bound (as in a crystal lattice),
the recoiling mass is that of the whole crystal. This reduces the
recoil energy to a negligible quantity , allowing absorption of the
emitted y-ray. Obviously, if an a,tom is weakly boimd, it will
greatly reduce the amount of absorption. The percent effect is an
indication of how many y-rays are absorbed. It is usually defined
as the percent of minimuia counts to the baseline. This depends on
many factors, one of which is the strength of the bonds holding the
atom in place.

counts J* ***«•' "*"«""*« **""Baseline
per

minute
Minimutn

-—"™--

—

~

—

'—> Energy

A second shift in the energy of the yra.y is called the isomer
(or chemical) shift. This is due to the finite size of the nucleus
which is different at various energy levels. The expanding (or con-
tracting) positive nucleus interacts with the negative electron
density at the nucleus, shifting the energy of the transition. This
shift is compensated for by moving the absorber relative to the
source, using -the Doppler shift to make up the energy difference.^
Therefore, you frequently see the spectrum plotted versus velocity
instead of energy.
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If either the ground or excited state of the nucleus is
quadrupolar^ an interaction between the electric field gradient
and quadrupole moment will split the energy into two or more
transitions.^ For the case of ^°^Fe in an axially symmetric field:

counts
per

minute q V

Energy

I

3/2

1/2

m^

I

7f
jr 3/2

+ 1/2

+ 1/2

The excited state (l=3/2) is split into two possible projections
of the spin (actually two sets of doubly degenerate levels). The
ground state is not split. Therefore, two transitions are ob-
served. Their difference is AEq,

If a large enough internal field is present, the Interaction
of the field with the nuclear magnetic moment will split the de-
generacies of the quadruple doublet. Usually, a strong enough
field is present only in ferri-, ferro-, and antiferromagnetic
materials,^ For ^"^Pe, we observe six lines
are too low in intensity to observe,

I

3/2

1/2

he m^=2 transitions

^I

+ 3/2

-f 1/2

- 1/2

- 3/2

- 1/2

+ 1/2

Applications

There are many different ways in which M^ssbauer spectroscopy
can be useful to heterogeneous catalysis. It can be used to ob-
tain the valence states of surface atoms, ^ to study chemisorption'
on surfaces, ^^ the sizes of raicrocrystals,®'*^*-^^ lattice dynamics
of surface atoms,®*''' structure of multilayer surfaces,^ ^ and the
mechanisms and kinetics of catalyzed reactions,-^ ^ Only a few of
these will be described because of time limitations.

The M^ssbauer effect has been used in a study of the changes
in a silica gel~alumina catalyst during its preparation.^ Four
spectra were taken at various stages of the preparation and were
interpreted with the aid of temperature studies of the quadrupole
splitting, T'wo Iron sites were identified in the spectra of the
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reduced catalyst and one in the spectriHn of the oxidized catalyst.
The oxidized catalyst was found to have only ferric ions while
the reduced catalyst was found to have both ferric and ferrous ions.
The relative amounts of ferric and ferrous sites are dependent upon
the temperature of reduction^ Hobs^n and G^iapbell^ went a step
further and deduced the ratio of Pe'^ to Fe ^ by the area under two
of the observed peaks. However.^ they neglected the possibility of
ass3?metric doublets ;» therefore^ this ratio raight be incorrect.
This type of e:jcperiJQient will be useful in preparing catalysts com-
mercially. The" fact that it is non-destructive makes it possible
to take spectra at several different steps.

The M6ssbauer effect has been used to study surface states in
synthetic zeolites (molecular sieves). Zeolites have a very porous
crystal structure and have cations which can be readily exchanged,^
Gol'danskii, et al,^® have taken M^ssbauer spectra of iron exchanged
zeolites before and after adsorption of several compounds. It was
found that Pe*^^ v/as always present^ but was mobile or in non-
localized positions. The effect of adsorption was to localize the
ferrous ions. Delgass^ et al.^^*"^ have taken spectra before and
after removal of water from'^he ^eolites. They found that, in the
presence of water^ some of t]^e Pe ^ wa,s effectively in solution and
removal of it forced the Fe ^ into localized positions. This ex-
periment shows the value of M5ssbauer spectroscopy in deducing the
structure of the catalyst and its active sites.

Another application of the MBssbauer effect involves the study
of finely divided catalysts « When you have small, single-domain
particles of magnetically-ordered substances, a phenomenon called
superparajnagnetism is observed»®^®^-^° The magnetization vector is
held by the anisotropic crystalline field. The energy required
for it to go from one direction to another is KV^ where K is the
anisotropy constant and V is the volume of each particle. There is
a relaxation time, to, which ln.dicates how rapidly the magnetization
vector changes direction. If this to is much greater than 1/vj
(where Vj is the Larmor precession frequency of the nucleus),
Zeeman splitting will be observed and the six line hyperfine struc-
ture will appear. However ^ for to « l/vj3 the particles will be
superparamagnetic &nd. only the quadrupole splitting will appear.
Prom. Kundig^ et al.,® we have

ln(4xlO™'^K) = 2K\ykT

where k is Boltzmann' s constant and T is the absolute temperature.
A sample of known average particle size is selected such that the
particles are mostly superparamagnetic at room tempera^turej spectra
are then taken at progressively lower temperatures. The tempera-
ture at which the partic3,es are half-superparamagnetic and half-
ferromagnetic can be evaluated » This is the proper value to use
in the above equation to get K. Prom these spectra and K, the
average particle size and particle size distribution can be ob-
tained, for any other sample of the same material. This can be used
below the range of X-ray broadening and is therefore valuable for
studying il3.trafine particles.
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The last application to be discussed involves the study of
a,dsorption complexes,^ ^-^-^ Hobson-^^ prepared a.n iron on silica
absorber, adsorbed ammonia on it, then reraoved the ammonia. The
spectra taken after each step indicates that the ammonia reduces
the aJiaount of ferric ions^but they are partially restored v/hen the
ammonia is removed. The explanation given is that there is a net
transfer of an electron to^Fe ^ in the adsorption complex. This
also indicates that the Fe ^ ions are near or on the surface. This
experiment indicates that Mdssbauer spectroscopy can be used to
study mechanisms of catalyzed reactions by observing changes in the
spectra as the reaction proceeds.

Future

There are certain e:?^erimental difficulties to be overcome
when doing a M6ssbauer experiment on surfaces. The major diffi-
culty is that M^ssbauer spectra are taken of bulk material. There-
fore, surface a.toms are only a small percentage of biilk atoms. It
is necessary to concentrate the surface atoms. This may be done by
using materials with a high surface area or by doping isotopically
enriched materials onto the surface. The resolution of some of the
peaks is almost impossible because of various tj^es of broadening
effects. Computer line sha.pe fits (using Lorentzian line shapes)
are usually necessary. To get clean surfaces, a high vacuum is
necessary. Vacuums of 10*"^ to lO"® torr are sometimes necessary.^*
Temperature control introduces absorption and scattering in the
cryostat. This reduces the number of counts detected and neces-
sitates longer counting tjjnes.

All of the above problems can be overcome and future experi-
ments should become easier as new temperature and pressure tech-
niques are developed. The use of materials enriched in the specific
isotope will enhance counting rates and the use of doping will
allow study of catalysts that do 3:]iot contain atoms suitable to the
M6ssbauer experiment.
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A BIT ABOUT SCATTERING

(Thesis Report)

Gary A, Lasby November 24, 1970

Scattering is the field that deals with the changes that
accompany the collision of two or more bodies. The collision
can range from a simple elastic collision to a complex inelastic
collision where energy of translation is transformed into vi-
brational or rotational energy or vice versa. In fact, the species
that result from the collision may differ from those that were
initially present « In short, scattering is the treatment of the
fundamental processes of chemistry^

The general theory of scattering is available in many text-
books^"^ and monographs #'*"*® while Rapp and Kassal"^ have reviewed
the theory for vibrational energy transfer.

The method of ajtnplitude density functions®*® was used to study
the interaction of isotopes of helium with Ha, Da and Ts in a side-
ways collision for the interaction potential of Secrest and Gordon^

°

and for a strictly repulsive exponential interaction. Results are
compared with the colinear case.-^-*-
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MOLECUMH OXYGEN ADCUGTS OF TRANSITION MSTAL COMPLEXES

Nelson 0' Bryan December 8, 1970

Introduction

The study of transition metal complexes which coordinate
oxygen has been stimulated by their potentials as models for
biological oxj?"gen carriers:, particularly hemoglobin* Although
dimeric or 2:1 (metal : oxygen) adducts have been knoi-m for some
time, it has been only in the last decade that synthetic complexes
which form Isl adducts have been prepared.- For purposes of pre-
sentation, these complexes are divided into three, classes:
Vaska' s compound and its analogs^ cobalt complexes, and the
naturally occurring oxygen carriers*

Although the emphasis in this seminar is on structure and
bonding in the adducts, a few general remarks about reactions are
necessary. Generally, the ssmthetic complexes bind oxygen simply
by bubbling the gas through a solution of the complex. The nature
of the solvent is important either in the reaction itself or in
stabilizing the adduct. The majority of these complexes bind oxygen
reversibly, and are not extremely stable at room temperature. For
the reversible adducts, removal of the oxygen can be achieved by
heating, applying a vacuum, or bubbling an inert gas through the
solution, A few of the complexes will quantitatively bind oxj^'gen

in the solid state. Normally, the complex will be completely oxj''-'

genated in a matter of seconds to minutes.^

Vaska's Compound and Analogs

The true adducts in this class are characterized by square
planar complexes of Ir(l)^'^ and Rh(l).^*® Other Group VTII
metals (Pt(o)^,°'"^^ Pd(o),^^ ^1(0)/^^^^ Ru(l)^^) form oxygen com-
plexes through displacement reactions* The iridium and rhodium
adducts are trigonal bipyramidal^ whereas the other oxygen complexes
are normally square planar « A general characteristic of all these
complexes is the presence of some phosphine derivative in two or
more of the coordination sites.

All of th^se adducts are diamagnetic, indicating that the un-
paired spins in the tt^- orbitals of free oxygen have been paired in
the coordinated species. The bound ox;^'-gen can be thought of as
having paired electrons in one of the tt* orbitals. The oxygen-
oxygen bond distance is a sensitive indicator of the strength of
the metal-oxygen bond. This bond strength is also influenced by
the electron donating ability of the substituent ligands.

For those compounds for which x-ray data are available, the
oxygen is syimnetrically coordinated to the metal:

M?-tl3 ^ a «< 2 S
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The infrared spectra of these adducts have a strong absorption
in the 800«900 cm**^ region which can be identified with the
oxygen. This frequency has been assigned to the oxygen-oxygen
symmetric stretchj but there is some dispute about the validity
of this assigriirient«

The ox3^gen«oxygen distance (b in the above diagrajn.) varies
from 1.30 to 1,66 a* Thus the bond distances range from that
associated with the superoxide ion (1,28 a) to longer than the
bond in the peroxide ion (l^^S a)«

Square planar complexes of cobalt(ll) with some Schiff bases
and porphyrins fonn 1:1 oxygen adducts in the presence of strong •

Lewis bases* Complexes with N^N* -ethylenebis(3«methoxysalicyli-
deneimine), l^^^a^^s^^ and N^W «ethylenebis(acetylacetonimine),
iX^'^s^^ have been most widely studied. Both types of adducts
exhibit magnetic moments close to the spin only value for one un-
paired electrons ESR results^ ®5^^*^^ indicate that this unpaired
electron is in a molecular orbital centered on the. oxygen i__^Gonse«-

quentlyj the adducts might be thought of as Go (ill) and Oa".

Infrared absorptions associated with the oxygen are quite
different in the two complexes ^ and both are different from those
in the Vaska°type compounds, Adducts using ligand I show only a
weak absorption around 1140 cm""^ . Adducts of II ha,ve a very in-
tense band at this same wavelength* The use of magnetic and
infrared data support the view that bonding in II is

Co— OxX .

That for I is still uncertain^

The rate of oxygen absorption and the stability of the adducts
are related to the basicity of the base coordinated in the fifth
position in these hexacoordinated adducts « Stronger bases give
rise to stronger metal«oxygen bonds

c

Vitamin. Bi2p^^ and related porphyrin cobalt(ll) complexes^^
also exhibit the property of reversibly binding oxygen in the
presence of bases, Tliese have only one unpaired electron and are
simila,r to the Schiff base complexes.

Hemoglobin and myoglobin contain iron(ll) porphjTin groups
as the oxygen«bending centers*-^ 5^"^' ^^^.j^® In these molecules^ the
iron is bound to the protein through the imidazole nitrogen of
histidine^ The imidazole niti'ogen serves a second purpose in
stabilizing the adduct through donation of electrons. The protein
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furnishes a polar^ aprotic raediisu in which the oxygen can be
coordinated* 'This Is necessary since the Iron porphyrin complex
does not reversibly bind oxygen if reraoved from the protein. At
present^ it is not clear if the oxygen is bound

Fe——

"

' (X or pe *--«•«

The presence of a second imidazole nitrogen above the oxygen ap-
parently helps to stabilize the adduct although its exact function
is not understood*

From similarity of systems^ and the necessity for Lewis bases^
it is evident that the cobalt systems discussed earlier furnish the
best models to describe the reactions and bonding in hemoglobin and"
myoglobin. An iron(ll) bis ( dimethyIglj^'oxlme) compound^"^ which forms
oxygen adducts in the presence of strong bases has hQen reported!
however, no studies have been done on this system.

In general terms j, the bonding in these adducts can be described
by a donation of electrons from the oxygen tt bonding orbital and a
concomitant back donation from the metal to an oxygen antibonding
orbital* The exact description depends on the metal and the rela-
tive orientation of ox^'^gen and metal* The dlamagnetism of some and
the one unpaired electron in others show that the degeneracy of the
rr* orbitals in oxygen is broken^ thus ruling out a-ny linear M-0-0
bonds* This model with variations successfully accounts for most
observed phenomena in the adduets^ Thus^ the presence of electron
donating bases reduces the buildup of positive charge on the metal
enabling a greater electron transferc Since the electrons are going
into an antibonding oxygen orbitaljs this explains the increase of
0*0 bond length with increasing basicity of the ligandso

Conclusion

So far as is known^ the metal of the oxygen adducts must be a
low valent transition element from G-roup VIII « These metals have
in common relatively high ionization x^otentials and are coordinated
with polarizable or electron«dona,ting ligands. The ligand and the
metal must not be too easily oxidisedi otherwise, simple oxidation
products of both will results Acidic protons in both the ligand
and solvent must be absent to prevent the formation of hydroxo or
peroxo species < A structural condition is that the parent complex
have an open coordination 3ite« These rather narrow requirements
account for the small number of oxygen adducts discovered.
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Studies of Ion Association of [(n-C^Hg )4N3[(CQH5)3PCo(ll)Br3]

and the Donor Properties of a Free Radical Base

(Thesis Report)

Yau-Yan Lim December 15 » 1970

I. Solvent Effects on Ion Association

A, Introduction

An ion-pair is formed when two ions combine to form a neutral
species where the operative forces of association are mainly elec-
trostatic (i,e,j not the same as a polar undissociated molecule).
For the last decade or soj the ion-association theory of Puoss,
Denison, and Ramsey'- ^^ has been the main theory employed. Their
theory, also known as the sphere-in-continuum theory, is based on the
premise that only ions in actual contact are being considered as ion-
pairs and no account is given to solute -solvent interaction. They
considered that the bulk dielectric constant of the solvent is the
only major factor that would affect the nature of ion-pairing and pre-
dicted a straight line plot of .^i'n K vs, i: v/here K is the associ-

ation constant and ? the dielectric constant of the solvent, A
constant interionic distance in all solvents was assumed. The inheren
oversimplifications of their model have led to exceptions to the
theory.^^^

In an attempt to obtain new information bearing on the solvent
effects on ion association we have initiated studies of the ion-
pairing interaction in [(n-=G4K9)4N][(GQH5)3PCo(ll)Br3] in a series of
solvents. The results of this study, wherein NMR dipolar or "pseudo-
contact" shifts are mainly used, are presented in this seminar,

B. Results

NMR pseudo-contact shifts arise from the dipolar coupling between
the magnetic moment of the unpaired electron and the magnetic moment
of the nucleus « Reviews of NMR of paramagnetic complexes have ap-
peared.^*® By observing the chemical shifts of the N-methylene proton
of the cation of the above complex in various solvents at various
concentrations and by using the zinc analog as a diamagnetic reference
the association constant and the isotropic paramagnetic shift for a
fully paired species were obtained for the solvents o- and m-
nitrotoluene, nitrobenzene, and propylene carbonate. The association
constants were found to increase with decreasing dielectric constant
of the solvent but a plot of logi o K^^ vs. -^ did not give a straight^ as —— c,

line. The observed order of the magnitude of the N-methylene protons
paramagnetic resonance shift was found to be

AVp(o-nitrotoluene) ^ AVp(m-nitrotoluene) ^ AVp(nitrobenzene)

>

AVp (propylene carbonate)
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In spite of the recent reports'''^® shox^ing that the isotropic shift
of the cationic protons arises "both from pseudocontact and from
contact Gontrib-utions, the above order can still be interpreted to
mean equal interionic distance (within the limits of experimental
error) for the first three solvents (?; ranging from 23 to 33) and
longer interionic distance in propylene carbonate. It xvas not possi-
ble to evaluate K and AVp in chloroform and o-dichlorobenzene
because in these ?:ow dielectric constant solvents ionic clustering
occurs® and the system is no longer adequately described by a 1:1
equilibrium constant.

The isotropic resonance shifts of the N-methylene protons were
obtained for a 0,058 M solution in nine different solvents (all found
to be chemically inert towards the complex anion by electronic
spectral studies) with dielectric constants ranging from 4,65 to 64.2,
The Av values decrease regularly as 5 increases for all solvents ex-
cept those capable of hydrogen-bonding. Explanations will be given
of the "abnormal" behavior of the hydrogen-bonding solvents,

C. Conclusion

This investigation demonstrates the failure of the sphere-in
continuum model to explain ion-pairing phenomenon.

II, Donor Properties of a Free^radical Base

A, Introduction :

Cyclic nitroxide free radicals were first sjnithesized through
the pioneering efforts of some Russian and French workers in the mid-
nineteen sixties«~° The Lewis acid-base adduct that is formed between
a nitroxide radical and a diamagnetic acid is paramagnetic and the
paramagnetism of the adduct should offer another technique for the
study of the nature of Lewis acid'-base interaction. The Lewis basicity
of the stable free radical* 2j,2,6j6-tetramethyl-piperidine-N-oxyl,
hereafter designated as (l), was chosen for study.

(I)

/

B, Previous Studies :

The EPR spectrum of I in solution consists of three lines due
to the interaction of the unpaired electron (which is delocalized
approximately 80^o on the nitrogen atom and 205^ on the o:cygen atom)
with the ^^N nucleus (l = l). The EPR spectrum is solvent sensitive,^

^

The increase of the ^^N hyperflne splitting constant A and the de-
crease of the g value upon interaction v/ith protic solvents have been
proposed to be compatabie with the mechanism that the site of inter-
action is through the oxygen atom. Recently, the free radical (l)
was also found to be protonated and complexed with AlXa, BXs^ ^ and
GaXa"^^ (X = halides) and the change in A and g values were reported.
To date> no thermodynamic data for the interaction of the free
radical (l) with Lewis acids have been reported.
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C. Approach af Present Study :

Calorimetric measurements of the enthalpy of acia-base adduct
formation in an '*inert" solvent have "been coupled with attempts to
correlate the entha,lpy data with changes in the ^"^N hyperfine coupling
constant and with changes in the AVq^t value^ the shift in the 0-H
stretching frequency on adduct formation. It was of interest to see
whether the enthalpies could be estimated from the frequency shift
correlation^ '*j»^^^^^ for the free radical base.

Drago and Wayland proposed in 1965^ "^ a four parameter enthalpy
equation

-AH = E^E^H- C^Cg (1)

where E^, and Eg were originally interpreted as the susceptibility of
the acid and base respectively to undergo electrostatic interaction
and C. and C^ as the susceptibility of the acid and base respectively
to form covaXent bonds. The relative magnitude of the ratio C/p is a
good indication of how "soft" or "hard" an acid or base is.^-® The
above empirical equation has previously been applied only to systems
where no spin-pairing is occurring between the acid and base and it
was of great interest to see whether this equation could be applied to
the interaction of bis(hexafluoroacetylacetonato)copper(ll) vj'ith the
free radical (l),

D. Results and Discussion;

Prom calorimetric and EPR data, CCI4 was found to interact with
the free radical. The AH values for adduct s of the free radical with
Hexafluoroisopropanol and Trifiuoroethanol agree reasonably well with
those predicted from the constant acid enthalpy-frequency shift cor-
relations. However, in the case of phenols, the heats measured in
cyclohexane are considerably greater than those predicted from the
frequency shifts. The reasons for this a.re not clear at present.
Even though the free radical donor does not fall on the constant acid
plots, a constant base plot does exist, -^^ From the constant base
plot, the enthalpy of 1:1 adduct formation in cyclohexane can be
predicted.

The plot o^ A vs. ^^r^vi demonstrates that as the strength of the
hydrogen bonding ihteraction increases, the hj'perfine splitting
constant Aj,^ also increases. Since Aj^ is nearly isotropic and the
isotropic coupling constant is a direct measure of the unpaired elec-
tron density at the nitrogen nucleus, the increased value of A^ vrith
extent of interaction supports coordination to a m.o, v/hich is
largely a lone pair oxygen orbital.

Reliable C and E numbers of the base could be obtained by in-
cluding the Ca(hfac)2 heat in the solution of equation (l), indi-
cating that the Drago-Wayland equation can be applied to a system
where the unpaired electron in Cu(hfac)2 was found to interact with
the unpaired electron of the free radical base. The C/^ value of the
base ( -Cr 6) indicates that it is a "softer" base than ethyl acetate,
acetone, pyridine-N-oxide and some other diamagnetic oxygen donors.
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The result of a cryomagnetic study indicates that the 1:1
adduct of Cu(hfac)s with the free radical is antiferromagnetic,
but the field dependence of the magnetic s sceptibility value in
the solution state shows that it is also ferromagnetic. The prob-
lems of diamagnetic correction to the observed magnetic suscepti-
bility and the possible mechanisms of spin-spin interaction in this
system are discussed.
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METAL CARBONTLS AS FREE RADICAL SOURCES

Prank L* Slejko January 5s 1971

Introduction

Although there are several examples in the literature where
transition metal complexes act as free radical scavengers, there
are few examples where transition metal complexes generate free
radicals in solution. Photochemical reactions are usually impli-
cated in these latter cases «^ This seiidnar will focus on some
reactions of metal carbonyls lA^iich generate free radicals in
solution.

Preliminary Mechanism

Most of the work on metal carbonyls as free radical sources
ims carried out by C, H, Bamford and his co-workers « In 1962s
they discovered that metal carbonyls in the presence of small
amounts of an organic halogen compound^ such as CCl^,^ initiated the
thermal polymerization of methyl methacrylate,^-*^^^ By dilatomet-
ric techniques^ the rate of polj?m.eriz3.tion for methyl methacrylate
was studied as a function of metal carbonyl concentration^ carbon
tetrachloride concentration^ and partial pressure of CO, The re-
sults obtained from these studies Indicated that the process was a
free radical one, . Moreover 5 the dependencies of the rate of polym-
erization on [GCI4. ]5 [CO] and [C]j, where C is the metal carbonyl,
suggested the following mechanism?

Ki
M + Me(C0)6 T—^ I#le(G0)3 -f CO

K2

Ml^e(C0)5 + CCI4. -J^. II + CO

II ^ R« -i- III

M is the "monom-er, " methyl methacrylate.
Me is the metal (Moj, Cr^ ¥^ etc.),
II and III are reactive intermediate s^ and
R« is the primary radical formed.

Simple kinetic considerations for the initiation step (formation
of R* ) give J

KaTCO] + K3[GCl4.]

where V. is defined as the rate of initiation. The ra,te of poly-
merization is expressed as





where k and k. are the rate constants for the propagation anci

termination steps., respectively*

Detailed Mechanism

Wcien Mo(C0)6 was used as the initiator^ ESR studies more or
less Gonflrmed the presence of Mo^ species, *®*''' Tliis suggested
that intermediate III is the result of an oxidation-reduction
reaction forming a Mo^ compoimd and CCls* as the prijnary radical,
A more detailed investigation on the effect of different organic
halogen compounds was carried out-,®-*^ Similar studies using a
polyfunctional halide^ such as polyCvinyl trichloroacetate), and
^*CCl4 confirmed that the primary radical formed as GGlg*.^^
Quantitative measurements of CO evolution were carried out and it
was found that when one had only metal carbonyl in m.onomer solution
one molecule of GO evolved per molecule of metal carhonyl, but when
CCI4 was also present j two molecules of GO evolved ^ This is in
accord with the predicted mechanism « By extending the study to a
whole series of metal carhonyls and their derivatives ^ Bamford
and co-workers arrived at the following mechanisms^ ^ ^^^

1. Me(CO)i^ -H M ^-^^ mie{G0)3 + 00

2. MMe(C0)5 + GCl4^-~^ -^^^MMeCco)^ +00

3. ^''">Me(00)4. - ^> GOI3- + MMe (00)401
CGI4

They also noted three side reactions?

a. .MMe(C0)s —E^!
^ )

b. ^-Me(C0)4 ->
f

inactive products

+ CO ~Jt± ^ J
The functional form of the rate of polymerization based on

this mechanism successfully accounted for all experimental obser-
vations. A qualitative back-bonding argument was advanced by
Bamford to account for the enhanced reactivity of some substituted
metal carbonyls, A similar mechanism was proposed for transition
metal complexes containing other multi-dentate ligands.^^*^^

Further polymerization studies have been carried out employing
an inert diluent such that the rate of polymerization could be
studied as a function of the monomer concentration, ^^^'^^^^ For a
series of metal carbonyls which are believed to undergo substitution
reactions by a Sn-=1 mechanismf® the above study showed a monomer
order of 1«5^ which according to polymerization kinetics implies
a Sn-2 displacement! i A similar discrepancy was found for Mn2(C0)io#
Bamford and co-workers found that the reaction follows an Sn-1





mechanism with the initial step being:

^fci2(G0)io -^ Mn2(C0)9 + GO

Again this is in discord with published results o^^

Further Studies

A very fascinating propertj^ of the polyiaerization initiated
by these metal carbonyl systems is the high degree of isotactic
material foimed. In fact^ up to 30^ isotaetic enhancement was
obtained when NiCGO)^ was used. The mere fact that the presence
of a metal carbonyl incres^ses the stereospecificity of the polj'mer
warrants further study^ This stereospecificity could be applied
to network formation when a polyfunctional halide is used* such as
poly{vinyltrichloroacetate). This would, hopefully, give a stereo-
specific cross-»lihked polymer which could have useful applications
in the field of catalysis

«

Photopolymerization of methyl methacrylate was also initiated
by the same metal carbonylsi with !«lns(CO)xo being the most reac-
tive, ^"^^^^ With Re2(G0)io as the initiator^ an after-effect xvas

observed. That is to sajs even after. the ITV radiation was turned
off> polymerization still proceeded c This after-effect was at-
tributed to the heterolytie cleavage of the B.e^Re bond during
photolysis^ This would form ^Re(CO J4 and ReCco)©* The slow decay
of electronically excited Re(C0Je to the ground state was attributed
to giving rise to the after-effect «,

A possible use of the photolnitiation process in photography
will be briefly discussed^
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STSREOOHBMISTHY OF OHGArTQALUMIFUM COMPOIMDS AKD I0N™-PAIHS

(Thesis Report)

David J* Brauer Januar:/ 12, 1971

Introduction

Due to the usefulness of organoaluminuin compounds as reducing
agents in a wide variety of chemical reactions and as catalysts in
the polj'ui.erization of olefins., organoalumin^jim chemistry has shorn
a rapid development particularl3r in the last ten years, ^ The di-
laeric structure of trimethylaluiainum has posed problems for valence
bond theory as applied to methyl bridged compounds -and h8,s prompted
research into the stereochemistry?" of other poljmuclear organoaluminiJBn
compoujids,^-*^ In the first part of this seminar^ the relative im-
portance of steric repulsions and electronic effects upon the stereo-
chemistry of poljmuclear organoaluminuca compounds will be discussed^
especially as thej?" are related to the solid state structure of
[(CHaisAlSCHsIn,

Recently the syntheses of a number of organoaluminum compounds
have been reported by Lehmkuhl to take place according to the
following reaction:'^

2M -f 2A1R3 + Ole -> M"^[AlR201e]"" -i- M'^A1H4"°

where M = Li, Na^ 'i^s R = CEss G^HsS Ole = olefin. In the second part
of this seminar the results of structural investigations of the
aluminate compounds^ with Ole = naphthalene and anthracene ^ will be
presented.

Results

( 1 ) D3inethy1-u-methanethiolaluminum (III ) ^ [ ( CH3 ) ^AlSCHa ] n

An x-ray cr3rstal structure investigation has established that
[(CH3)2AlSGH3]n is an infinite polymer in the solid state. Ho previ-
ous polsrnuclear organoalumini^. compound has oeen sho-^-^n to have such
a stereochemistry in the solid state. Further^ the above structure
is contrary to the dimeric structure predicted from gas-phase molar
weight data* The stereochemistry wiJ,l be discussed ifith respect to
the valence electron distributi03i and the electron donor ability of
the sulfur atom ,

.

(2 ) Tetra(l;,4-epoxybutane}disodium(l)
Tetramethylbis -1 , ^4-dihydro-l^ 4-naphthylenedialuminate (ill )

,

[Ra(THP)2ls[Al(CH3)2GioH8]2

A yellow crystalline product T^ras isolated from the reaction of
two moles of Na^ ^two moles of Al(CH3)3:» and one mole of Ci oHa in
tetrahydrofiiran (THF), The cr3?"stal structure was determined by x-ray
method's. The compound exists as a centros^Tiimetric, contact ion-pair





n/^^

complex with two HalTHF/^ cai;ions comp.l.exe'l to the dJ-meric d.lanlcn*
Two lj4--dihyd,ro-l,,4-naphthylen8 groups are .fus^Sd into the cilanion
via the t^fo dMethylaltmiinate species. The 3j-ij!i'iiinani«napht^hylenic

car'bon bond taistances of 2.056(3.0) and 2, 07'+ (10) % are significantly
longer than the al^XTiinum-methyl caj:*bon '-oovA distances of 1,982(11)
an<3: 1.990 (12) S, The long Al-C bond lengths are interpreted in
terms of electron-deficient Al-C bonding due to the partial delocali-
zation of the formal negative charge on the al^jmiin'om atoms onto the
carbon atoms of the naphthylenic ririgs,

(3 ) Tetra ( 1 :» 4-ep ox;^-b"atane ) disodium (l

)

TetramethylbiS'-l^ ^-dihj^'dro-lj ^-anthrylenedial^uminata j

[Na(THP)2]2[Al{CH3)aCa.^H:,o]2

A light yellow powder was isolated from a reaction in diethyl
ether of two moles of Na^ two moles of Al(CH3)3^ and one mole of
anthracene, R8erystalliz,atiQn of the prod^act from THF yielded yellow
crystals.* and their structure was determined by x-ray crystallographic
techniques. This compound also ex'l.sts as a. centrosyiirnietric., contact
ion-pair complex with two Ka(l1iF)a'' counterions complexed to the di-»

meric dianion« In this case^ two 95l0~'dihydro-9;»10-ant-hrylenic
groups are fused into the dianion by the two dimethylaluminate species.
Both sets of Al-C bond lengths 8,r8 equal to the corresponding sets
found in [Na(THF)2]2[Al(CH3)2Ci oHs js. The differences in the stereo-
chemistry of the sodium ions in the last two structures will be dis-
cussed xfith emphasis on the role of steric repulsions in ion-pair
bondings
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HIGH«PKESSimE IHI^'MRED SPECTROSGOPIO STUDIES OF ITfEROGEW BONDING

Alan 0"« Prlbiila February 23, I97I

Introd^iction

Until recently^ high-pressiJire spectroscopic studies have "been
hampered due to a lack of appropriate apparatus for the simultan-
eous production of the pressure and spectroscopic observation on
the material vinder study* Drickamer and coworkers have developed
apparatus for this purpose,^ using NaCl or sapphire windows • A
much simpler apparatus^ using diamond as both the pressure trans-
mission fluid and window material ^ was developed by Lippincott and
his coiforkers^^ and it is this apparatus which has been used for
most of the studies on hydrogen-bonded materials which will be de-
scribed in this seminar e Applications of this cell to areas other
than the hydrogen-bonding field are numerous^ but beyond the scope
of this seminar,^

Studies on Solids

The earliest studies on hydrogen-bonded solids led to the re-
sult that the frequency of Vqt^ or v^^. Is decreased upon application
of the high (*^^10-100 kbar) fressiffS^* This is interpreted as
meaning a stronger hydrogen bondi. due to the decreased 0,,«0 or
0,8.N distance (Ro below;

«

-Rl?^" 0^'

The quantitative results are fit by the theory of Lippincott and
Schroeder^ relating Roj ro^ and Vq«-« Later studies® on two dif-
ferent crystal forms of phenol show a relationship between Vqu s-^^-d

Vq q (essentially a lattice vibration) which supports this theory
evift^more graphically.

Studies on single crystals'^ grown by the application of
pressure are quite enlightening for the theory of hydrogen bonding
Using polarized light ^f a doublet is seen for the OH stretch in n-
decanol (and other alcohols), the two components of wliich have
different bandwidths^ pressure-induced frequency shifts> and polar-
ization beha-vior^, Isotopic dilution studies indicate that this
doubling is due to coupling of vibrations > rather than to the ef-
fect of site sjnaffiietry in the solid. The decoupled (but still
strongly hydrogen-bonded) OH vibration is much narrower than that
usually seen for systems of this type* indicating that the intrinsic
bandwidth of Vq^ is not much more than that for any other infrared
bande The broaaness is due to coupling j( not to a broad potential
well> or the other reasons which have been advanced.





Studies on Solutions and Piire Liquids

The earliest high-pressure iriTrared t^rork on hydrogen ^<>J^fJ^S
systesis was performed in 1955*® Fishman and Drickamer found that
the /^Vqjj {- ^oRiXo^^ pressu:re)

^ ^OH(high pressure)^ ^^ n-Dutanol

in various solvents variec! linearly with the relative density or
the solvent, squared, i,e,^ as (p/po)^* where p ~ density of sol-
vent at high pressure jr and po - density of solvent at zero applied
pressure. This indicates a l/H® dependence of the energy of inter-
action of the alcohol with the solvent.

In studies on pure liquids ^"^^ It has been shown that very dif-
ferent behavior is observed on isotopic dilution than with solids,
indicating that coupling is not an important factor in the band-
widths of liquid systems.

The effect of raising the pressure has also "been shown to be
different from that of loxfering the temperature.^ Lowering the
temperatirre increases the length of the alcohol chains ^ while in-
creasing the pressure seeffi,s to shorten thesi.? at least in some cases,
due to steric interactions. The shorter^ i«e«,j less associated,
chains can Kiore easily pack together and decrease the volume of the
sample, as necessitated by the higher press^ore* Tiie non-hydrogen-
bonded OH stretch Is seen to increase In iiitansity upon application
of higher pressure, lending support to this hypothesis. The data
also indicate that this '^free'^ \w is due to the end of an extended
chain ,^ rather than to a monomerie niolecule

«

The data obtained by this technique seem to indicate that tlie

theory of the liydrogen bond is not jet as cosiplete as soBie might
think, and that a new direction may be needed in the theoretical
developments, A united theory^ applicable to all physical states,
is seen to be inapprojjriate, and the xmy has heoxi opened for a new
understanding of this iiriportant phenomenon. Comparison of the high-
pressure data to that obtained at low temperature also increases our
knowledge in the area*
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mm STUDIES OP QUADHUPOIiAR mJCLEI

Robert A. La Rosea March l6, 1971

Introduction;

The use of the proton magnetic resonance experiment as a tool
for the study of chemical systems is well established. More spe-
cifically, the study of relaxation processes yields information
regarding various aspects of molecular structure and motions. Re-
laxation effects present in the nmr of quadrupolar nuclei may in
certain cases be used as sensitive probes of molecular properties.
It is the purpose of this seminar to discuss some applications of
relaxation studies of quadrupolar nuclei. Although a significant
ajuotint of work has been done with solids, this seminar will deal
only with solution studies.

Theory ;

"When transitions are induced in the magnetic resonance experi-
mentj the equilibrium distribution of the spins is disturbed, and
relaxation processes are required to reestablish the equilibrium.
Longitudinal and transverse relaxation^f with characteristic times
Ti and Ta which are usually equal in solution, are caused by fluctu-
ating magnetic or, in the case of quadrupolar nuclei, electric fields

A nucleus having spin > 1 possesses a quadrupole moment which
reflects the distortion of The nuclear charge from spherical sym-
metry. In the presence of an electric field gradient, different
orientations of the nucleus have different energies. In solution,
where molecules tuuible, the field gradient follows the molecular
motions, and the fluctuating field produced causes rapid relaxation,
When present, this effect is generally the dominant relaxation
mechanism, Abragam^ presents the general equation for quadrupolar
relaxation:

^) (l+nV3)(^^)^T^

where n is the asymmetry parameter for the electric field gradient,
I is the nuclear spin, eq is the major component of the field
gradient, Q is the quadrupole moment, and t^ is the reorientational
correlation ttrae, generally considered to be the rotational cor-
relation time. This is essentially the time required for the mole-
cule to rotate through one radian. The quantity e^qQ/h is the
quadrupole coupling constant.

The simplest and most frequently used model for the corre-
lation time is based on rotational Brownian motion, A sphere of
radius a is considered to be rotating in a fluid of viscosity a.

It can be shown that t^^ = (4TTcya^^)/3kT, A study of relaxation should
provide information about the quadrupole coupling constant, and
therefore structure and bonding, and about molecular reorientations
in solution.





P4'

Applications

s

Recent work^ on '^Li (1=3/2) relaxation in organolitiiixjcn

species of known aggregation serves to illustrate some of the basic
ideas presented above. The small relaxation rates observed for
the tetrameric species correlate well with the structure which had
been proposed previously for these aggregates. Unusual relaxation
times for (CH3 J3Si(GH2)Li and CHsLi are explained in terms of
structural changes.

In 19^6j Stengle and Baldeschwieler suggested a method for
studying macroraolecules in NaCl solutions using ^®G1 (l=3/2) nmr^^
and a number of studies using this technique have been reported,^"®
The ^®C1 linewidth is broadened due to interaction of 01' ions with
natural sites^i such as metal sites in metalloenzymesa or xfith labels
such as Hg bonded to the macromoleculee The linewidth, in the limit
of rapid exchange betxsreen free and bound chloride^ reflects the
availability of binding sites, the Cl-metal bonding interactions,
and motional restriction at the binding sites under variable
conditions

«

Happe and Ward^*'^'^ applied the halida technique to a study of
complex formation of Zn^ with nucleotide diphosphate ligands. The
contribution of various species to the ^^Cl linewidth were determined
using known, equilibri-um constants for protonation of the ligands.
For the 2.n(ADP)'" syst&m (aDP - adenosine diphosphate) as well as
for Zn(CDP)~ (CDP = cytidine diphosphate)^ enhanced relaxation vras

attributed to an increase in 'x for the complexes due to internal
chelation with the nucleotide oase*

Similar techniques have^been applied using ^^Ga (l-J/Z)-^-^ and
^^Na (1-3/2).^ ^j^^ The ^^Ka ion has been used to study complex
formation with amino-polycarboxylates, and it was found that bond-
ing to nitrogen is important in the complexes.

The hydrolysis of AllH^O)©"^ has been studied by ^"''Al nmr,^"^'

There has been some question whether A1{H20)50H ^ is monomeric or
polymeric « The estimated linewidth for Al(HaO)50H ^ along with
linewidth data^available for alkyl aluminum dimers-'-^"-^'^ and
Al(HaO)s(HS04)^^ prompted the suggestion that the broadening found
for A1(H20)sOH" ^ is due to association.

Conclusion ;

The relaxation times for quadrupolar nuclei provide a sensi-
tive indication of quadrupole coupling constants and rotational
correlation times* Unfortunately, the lack of simple methods for
determining accurate rotational correlation times makes it diff-
cult to quantitatively evaluate changes in quadrupolar interactions.
Some modifications to the Debye rotational Brovmian motion model
have been attempted with some success^-'-®'*-'-® and suggestions have been
made regarding correlation times in macromolecules.^^^^-'- Neverthe-
less* relative differences in quadrupole coupling constants and





rotational correlation times can he used in conjunction with
other chemical evidence to solve interesting chemical problems.
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CAHBON«BO.NDSD BETA-DIKETONE COMPLEXES

Thomas E, Boyd March 30. 1971

Introduction

Beta-diketone complexes are known for virtually every metal,
along with some of the non-metals and metalloids as well. Com-
plexes in which the ligand is chelated to the metal atom by v^ay of
the oxygen atoms have been knovvTi and recognized for a very long
time., but it was only recently discovered that such ligands can also
bond to metals through the beta carbon atom* Compounds containing
such metal^carbon bonds were reported by Werner as early as 1901,^
but the true nature of their bonding has come to light only recently,
The purpose of this seminar will be to compare and characterize the
carbon-bonded complexes with respect to the oxygen^bonded ones and
to discuss examples of knownn complexes ^ illustrating the variety'" of
compounds to which this type of bonding gives rise«

Characteristics of the Goniplexes

Beta-"diketones can assume two tautomeric forms in the pure
state or in solution?

R
c

GH^'

kei^o" form.

R

OH
i

c
R"' ^-: OH" "-R

"enol" form

Of these, the enol form tends to predominate, and is the form which
chelates with the metal atom in oxygen-honded complexes as shown
below

J

0'
1

R

M..

CH
C
"R

In the carbon-bonded species.(, on the other hand, the ligand is in
the keto form;
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R CH
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Infrared spectroscopy is most useful in differentiating between
the two tj/pes of complex « In the oxygen-bonded complexes the
carbonyl stretching frequencies are about 100 cm"^ lower than in
carbon-bonded complexes., For the latter^ the methylene carbon-
hydrogen out'-of-plane bending frequency is absent and metal*
carbon stretching frequencies are observed (500«600 cm"^ ) instead
of those for metal-carbon stretching (350«500 cm""^).^

Nuclear magnetic resonance is not as useful unless there is
spin-spin coupling with the metal atom, hThen such is the case, the
resonance for the methylene proton will be split considerably in
the carbon-'bonded complex and hardly at all in an oxygen-bonded one.

Carbon Bonding

Nyholm states that metal-carbon bond strength increases in
going down the periodic table. It also increases with the rr-

bonding capacity of other ligands on the metal and with the elec-
tronegativity of substituent groups on the bonding carbon atom,^
The carbon-bonded beta«diketone coraplexes are formed almost ex-
clusively with the heavier third row transition metals. Their
electronegativity is higher ths.n i-vould be predicted otherwise. Just
as more electronegative species^ such as halogensj bond to a carbon
atom in preference to oxygen^ so it is among these heavier metals,
as observed in their capacity to form metal-^carbon bonds.

Compounds

The first carbon bonded beta-=diketone complex to be prepared
was KPt(a.cac)2Cl^ but the nature of its bonding was not recognized
until much later,* The first complex found to contain such a carbon-
bonded ligand was Since this time, a

IS II

(Pt ( GHa Ja ( i-prCGHaCi-pr ) ) 2
,

^

variety of compounds of platinim as well as iridium., goldj and
mercury have been reported and characterized. ®"'^-'-

Conclusion

This area of chemistry will be a very fertile field for further
study. Platinum has displayed a rather rich chemistry in this area,
and it would be reasonable to expect similar behavior of some of
the other metals cited earlier. However^ the field seems to be
somewhat dormant at the present time as very little has been pub-
lished since Gibson's review'* went to press.
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Spectroscopfc and Diffraction Studies of the Aquated Proton

in the Solid State

Arlene R, Mootz April 20, 1971

As early as 1924, Volmer postulated the existence of the oxonium

ion, H3O , on the basis of the similarity of the X-ray povfsder patterns

of NH4C'£.0^ and HCtO^'HjO. ' Later investigations,^"'^ using spectros-

copic (IR5 Raman, nmr) and diffraction (X-ray and neutron) techniques

found the structure of the oxonium ion to be analogous (but flatter)

to that of crystalline ammonia. The Ion was found to be present in

the crystalline monohydrates of the strong acids: HNO3, HgSO^, HX

(X=halide), HOtO^,

Higher hydrates of the aquated proton H (H2O) have also been

investigated. The major (nearly all) part of these studies involved

X-ray and neutron diffraction,''^''^''* Experimental data seems to indi-

cate that the H3O and H5O2'' Ions are distinct species in the crystalline

+ 4-

state, the latter being formulated as (HgO-K'-OHa) , not H3O (H2O),

The H^Og Ion exhibits three conformations !n the solid state: cis

(boat form), trans (chair form) ^ and gauche. These conformations

are determined by the strength of the hydrogen bonds formed and the

effects of crystal packing.

The studies of the nature of these aquated proton species are still

incomplete. There have been no neutron diffraction studies of the oxonium

-4-

salts and further elucidation of the H5O2 species also awaits additional

neutron diffraction studies. The suggestion of a double minimum function

in the neutron study of HAuC/tA'^HgO poses interesting questions."^
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PHOTOCHEMICAL SOBSTITUTIOK OF METAL CARBONYL COMPLEXES

Randolph J. Guschl April 27, 1971

Introduction

Photochemical reactions of metal carbonyl systems have been
known since 1905 with the photochemical production of Pe2(C0)9
from Fe(C0)5 in sunlight, ' Since then, photochemistry has been
used mostly by the organic chemist. With metal carbonyl complexes,
the photochemical reaction is usually a substitution reaction where
a Lewis base present in the reaction mixture replaces a carbonyl.
This approach has been used for years to prepare simple substituted
metal earbonyls not possible through thermal reactions. Recently,
workers have extended the ssmthetic techniques associated with
photochemical reactions to the point where the inorganic chemist
should consider the photochemical synthetic route as practical as
the thermal route.

Photochemical Background

Because of the popularity of photochemistry in organic chem-
istry, much work has 'been done to explain what happens when a mole-
cule absorbs a photon of visible or ultraviolet radiation, leading
to a photochemical reaction. Either directly or through a series
of energy transfers the excited molecule reaches a long-lived ex-
cited state. At this point, either a photophysical deactivation
such as fluorescence or phosphorescence is possible, or the excited
molecule may undergo a chemical reaction. This seminar is concerned
with these photochemical deactivations of electronically excited
metal earbonyls.

With metal carbonyl systems, this photochemical excitation
leads to the direct dissociation of a carbonyl. Some authors feel
that this dissociation is the result of a transfer of an electron
from an orbital localized at the metal to one localized at the
ligand. Such a concept is referred to as a charge transfer from
the metal to the ligand (CTML).^ Another possibility is that the
metal ligand bond develops enough antibonding character in its ex-
cited state that a rupture of the bond follows. Regardless of the
mechanism, the coordinate ly unsaturated species have been identi-
fied in glasses and inert gas matrices at very low temperatures,
supporting the concept of a dissociative mechanism. ^*'*'®>® More
work is needed in this area to fully understand the nature of these
intermediates. The final step in the photochemical reaction is the
combination of this unsaturated intermediate with another good
electron donor.
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The beauty of photochemical substitution of metal carbonyls
lies in the fact tha.-t the meehanisia always involves a complete
dissociation before product foimation at any temperature. This
results in simple first order kinetics,'^ whereas it has been shown
that the same systems under thermal substitution follow a two
term rate law,®

Rate - ki [complex] + k2 [complex! [L")

In this proposal^ both the dissociative pathvmy and an associative
route are employed. Simila^r to the organic Sj^2 reaction mechanism,
the carbonyl group is leaving and bond breaking as the new ligand
is entering and bond making. The end result is that the photo-
chemical route can be employed a.t any temperaturej whereas the
thermal route is dependent on a higher temperature for activation.
Also, the thermal pathway varies in mechanism as the substituents
on the metal carbonyl change, but the photochemical route always
follows a completely dissociative mechanism,®

Photochemicallj Substituted Metal Carbonyls

The number of carbonyls produced by photochemical substitution
is convincing proof of the versatility of the technique. For the
coimnon Lewis bases, the list of possible products is enormous and
most have been photochemically synthesized. Good reviews have ap-
peared which extensively list these products, and it is apparent
that, for the common bases, any number of the carbonyls can be
replaced.^ °*^^^^^

Recent interest has been with the use of novel "Lewis bases"
to photochemically produce products ^(^^^n-m^m '*^^^®^® ^ ^^ ^^ olefin
or another metal.' In the reaction^

^

(C6H5)4AsM'Cl3 + M(CO)e --Q^^- (CsHs )4AsM(C0)5M' CI3 + CO

where M ^ Cr, Mo, and ¥ M' = Sn or Ge,

a metal-metal bond results with the M'Cls"* species acting as the
electron donor substituent. The similar thermal preparations of
many of these complexes have been reported, but with limitations
to cobalt-tin and cobalt -germanium bonds. -^^

Reactions of the type^^

M(G0)5'" + M'(C0)6 S^ MM' (GO)io" + CO

where M = M' - Cr, Mo, and W, have resulted in mixed metal-metal
bonds between transition metals. Through this procedure thermally
unobtainable metal-metal anions such as PeMnCcOjs' and FeCo(C0)8~
have been prepared. Similar reactions for halogen substituted
metal carbonyls result in dinuclear anions with bridging halogen
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groups ^-^ e.,!-*^ •

M(CO)sI"° ^ M'(CO)s -> MaCCOiiol"' + CO

M is Gr, Mo and W.

Another active area of this research has heen where an olefin
is used as an electron donor for substitution. Prom the mixed
metal carbony} , cyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl^ a series
of complexes of the type CpMnCco)^ (olefin) have been prepared
through an indirect photochemical procedure.^® In this technique,
a coordinating solvent such as THF is used to stabilize the un-
saturated intermediate until the olefin enters,^ ®^^°

CpMn(C0)3 -^ THP ^J Cp.^In(G0)2THF

CpMnCcOJsTHF ^f olefin * CpJ4n(G0)2 (olefin) .

Along this same line^ other '^^alf sandwich" complexes such
as hexaall?.ylborazole chrouiiuiii tricarbonyl derivatives can be photo-
chemically prepared directly from the metal carbonyl and the
borazole. in these cases, the complexes are thermally inaccessable
from the metal carbonyl since the free ligands will decompose at
the temperatures required for the thermal synthesis,^"

ConcJjision

Whenever a substituted metal carbonyl complex is sought which
might be thermally unstable or would require an intolerable temper-
ature to prepare, the photochemical pathway should be considered.
Even when a thermal technique is knownj, the photochemical pathway
should be considered with the possibility of a better yield or a
more direct route. Unfortunately, photochemistry has been either
ignored or considered a,s a last resort by the sjmthetie inorganic
chemist » Only recently has the versatility of the technique been
opening the door to a brighter future.
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I^IOTMNIDE mm SHIFT REAGENTS

William D« Covey April 29, 1971

Nuclear magnetic resonance spectroscopy has been used suc-
cessfully for structural determination in simple molecular systems.
In more complex systems, it has found only limited use because
resolution of chemical shifts for magnetically similar resonant
nuclei is difficult to impossible with previously existent tech-
niques. Hovrever^ satisfactory resolution has been obtained in
various monofunctional organic systems through use of so-called
"shift" reagents* Interaction with these reagents enchances mag-
netic nonequivalence in the resonant nuclei and "shifts" the
noiinally overlapping resonances asunder. In addition^, the spectra
obtained frequently show simple first order splitting

«

The shifts are effected by either a contact (through bond)
or a dipolar (through space) mechanism,-^"'* The contact shift
mechanism requires a delocalization of electron density between the
shift reagent and the molecular systeme®"*^^ The dipolar shift,
sometimes called the pseudocontact shift, requires the presence of
a magnetic moment in the shift reagent.^"'® The reagents intensively
studied recently are some tris-8-diketone chelate complexes of
lanthanides.

Lanthanide(lll) ions have unpaired electrons that occupy 4f
orbitals beneath filled 5s and 5p orbitals and are therefore un-
available for bonding or significant delocalization onto ligands.
These ions thus are limited to dipolar magnetic interactions. They
also possess a rather short electronic relaxation titne which is a
requirement for the observation of relatively sharp resonances. Of
the lanthanide ions, .Pr(lll) and Eu(lll) are found to give optimum
ratios of line-broadening to line-shift,^®

Tris- ( 2,2,6, 6-tetramethylheptane-3 , 5-<3.ionato )europium ( III )

,

[Eu(thd)3i, has been the most extensively used lanthanide shift
reagent. This compound is also known by the trivial name of tris-
(dipivalomethanato;europium(lIl), [Eu(DPM)3^. It readily increases
coordination number in solution to accommodate a wide variety of
Lewis bases in a rapid, reversible Lewis acid-base interaction.^^ "^^

The order of this interaction with some functional groups is as
follows

:

-m2>-0H>-CH0>-C0R>-0R>-C00R>-CN>-N0.IT

The ground state of Eu(lll) is '''Fo and diamagnetic as a result
of strong Russell-Saunders spin-orbit coupling. There are, however,
two thermally accessible excited states, ''F^ and "^Fg, which con-
tribute appreciably to the magnetic moraent. The distribution over
these three states is estimated to be 1.0:0,59iO,09 at 25*^.^^

Eu(lll) complexes exhibit temperature dependent paramagnetism
through first and second order contributions from excited states.
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Dipolar shifts have been quantitatively characterized in
theory^ developed for a point dipole having only one thermally
populated energy level (in the absence of a magnetic field) whose
states can be assigned a spin quantum number S and, for S ]^ 1,
whose zero-field splittings can be ignored. Further, any orbital
contribution to the isotropic nmr shift is taken into account
through use of g-tensor components. This last assumption requires
that there be at most only a first order orbital contribution to
the magnetic moment of the complex, brought on by spin-orbit
mixing of the ground level with nonpopulated excited states.
Clearly, this model does not coincide exactly with the Eu(ll) ion.
Some efforts have been made to rectify discrepancies by accounting
for possible first order contributions from thermally excited
states, but these efforts have not yet yielded satisfactory
results.®"®

However, some generalities can be made using this model
despite its limited applicability. The shift can be taken to be
the product of three functions:

H/Ho = G(e,«/^,g)*P(j,T)*(l/r^)

where r is the distance between the metal atom and the resonant
nucleus I 9 and JX are angles that describe the orientation of the
resonant nucleus with respect to the principle magnetic axis; and
the other symbols have their usual meaning. The shift could be
calculated from a knowledge of g-tensor values and the geometry of
the molecule. Usually, only the radial geometry is known with any
certainty in the form of an average distance of closest approach
calculated under the assumption that the coordinated molecule
freely rotates about the line of centers between the metal atom and
the site of coordination. Plots of observed shifts versus radial
function usually lead to approximately straight lines as expected
for a predominate dipolar mechanism. But shifts for resonant nuclei
closest to the metal atom, that is, within three or four bonds,
fall far off the lines. This discrepancy has been attributed to
significant contact (through bond) interactions, but convincing
supporting evidence has been reported in only one case.^®

The chemical literature contains many reports on the appli-
cation of lanthanide shift reagents as a tool in the elucidation
of spectra from relatively complicated organic systems.-^

^"^''''

These range from a simple demonstration of reagent efficacy to
actual use in determination of unknown structures. Some particu-
larly interesting applications also have been reported in the area
of bichemical sys terns, ^-^"^^ The role of metal ions in these
systems is being investigated through elucidation of coordination
sites in addition to Just structural determinations. Other reports
deal with Improvement and understanding of the technique.^ ''"'^'''''"^^

An Annotated reference list follows that will indicate where
more detailed sophisticated information about lanthanide shift
reagents can be found.
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For general information on theory of chemical shifts
effected by paramagnetic species a the following are a must:

1. N, Bloembergen and ¥. G. Dickinson^ Phys. Rev ,> 79 j

179 (1950).
2. H. M. McConnell and R. S. Robertson, J» Chem, Phys ., 29(6),

1361 (1958).
3. R. E, Richards, Discuss, Faraday Soc , 54, 74 (1962).
4. Adv. Mag. Heson .T"!, 107 (1965 J.

For cheerful details ©.bout dipolar shifts and especially
about the recent attempts to doctor the older McGonnell-Robertson
model,? see:

5. G. N« LaMar^ J, Chem. Phys>, 43, IO85 (1965).
6. J, P, Jesson, J « Chem, Phys . i^l , 579 (1967).
7» R. «J« Kurland and B, R« McGarvey, J, Mag» Re son ., _2, 286

(1970).
8, G* N, LaMar, J, ?, Jesson, and P» Meakin, Jc Amer. Chem. Soc ,

93(5), 1286 (1971).

Contact shifts are discussed with perception in the following
articles:

9a D. R. Eaton, A„ D, Josey, ¥, D. Philips, and R, E. Benson,
Discuss. ^Q-2"adaySoc * , 34, 77 (I962).

10. R. "sT Mil7ieF''°aHdL7~ Pratt, ibid .> , 88 (1962)^
11. K, E, SchY?arshaus, Angew. Chem^, 82(24), 975 (1970),

Some very dramatic illustrations of reagent efficacy are
found in the following reports:

12. C, C* Hinckley, J, Amer. Chem. Sog», 91(18), 5I6O (I969).
13. R. H, Fraser and Y. Y » WigfieId , g^e^ « ^'^ » * 21, 1471 (1970),
14. K, J. Lis3£a, A« F. Fentiman, and R, L. Fol^z,

Tetrahedron Letters, 53, 4657 (1970).
15 « D. Ra Crujap^j, J. K. M^ Saunders, and D. H. Williams,

Tetrahedron Letters, 57:* 4949 (1970).
16, jT'K. M, Saunders "and D. H, Williams, J. Amer. Chem. Soc ,

93(5), 641 (1971).
~~"~"

17, R. E, Rondeau and R, E, Sievers, J. Ajner. Ghem^ Soc , 93(6),
1522 (1971)*

"" ~~

If interested in a packaged comparison of the lanthanide ( III

)

ions as shift reagents, see the excellent report by

18, D. R, Crump, J, K« M, Saunders, and D, H. Williams,
Tetrahedron Letters, 57^ ^419 (1970 ).
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Also important is the report "by

19. E, R. Birn'ba-itm and T« Moeller> J, Amer. Cheni> Soc «, 91(26),
7274 (1969 )o

For coiamentary about Eu(lll) ion electronic characteristics,
the article by

20. P, A. Hart, J. E, Newberry^ and D, Shaw, J. Inorg, Nucl .

Chem., 52, 3585 (1970),

is particularly worthwhile. Coordination characteristics of this
ion as well as others in the lanthanide series are given in

21. C. Brecher, H. Samelson, and A. Lenjcicki, J. Chem. Phys .,

42, 1080 (1965).
22. "E7 J« Eisentraut and R, E, Sievers, J» Amer> Chem. Soc. , 8j ,

5254 (1965),
23. G. H, Frost, F. A. Hart, C<. Hiath, and M. B. Hursthouse,

Chem. CoMn ., 1969 , 1421.
24. V. Tr*Mode and G, S. Smith, J. Inorg. Kucl. Chem ., 31,

1857 {1969 )«
-^ —

25. C. S. Erasmus and J. C« A. Boeyns, Acta Crystallogr. ,

Sect. B , 26, 1843 (1970)«

Physical data for the "new superior paramagnetic shift
reagent for nuclear magnetic resonance spectral clarification,"
discussed in reference 1?,, a,re reported in

26. C, S. springer, D. ¥» Merck, and R. E, Sievers, Inorg., 6{6),
1195 (1967).

Two neatly systematic studies on the dipolar shift mechanism
for the Eu(thd;3 complex are

27. G. H. Wehl and M, P.. Petersen, Chem. Comm., 1970, II67,
28. J. Briggs, F. A. Hart, and G. PT~Moss^ Ghem.~''gomm., 1970 ^

1506.
™'~" ~"

Convincing support for the contact shift mechanism is given in

29. P, V, Demarco, T. K. Elzey,. R, B. Lewis, and E, Wenkert,
J. Airier. Chem. Soc , 92(19), 5734 (l970).

Applications to biological system are either discussed or
reported for the lanthanides and for Thallii2m(l) in the articles

30. R. J. P. Williams, Tilden Lecture, Quart Rev ., 1970, 347.
31. J. P. Manners, K. G. Morallee, and R. J. P. Williams,

Chem. Comm ., I97O, 965.
32. K. G, Morallee, E, Nieboer, F, J. C, Rossotti,

R. J. P. Williams, and A. V. Xavier, Chem. Comm ., 1970 , 1132.
33. L. H. Keith, Tetrahedron Letters, 1970, 3.
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TIIE NUCLEAR OVERHAUSER EFFECT

Cheryl A, Deckert

Introduction

May k, 1971

The Nuclear Overhauser Effect (NOE) is a phenomenon some-
times observed in nuclear-nuclear double magnetic resonance
experiments.-"- ®""^^ NOE should be differentiated from the original
Overhauser effect^ (OHE), which arises from electron-nuclear inter-
action. In both cases, one spin in the system is saturated (a
nuclear spin in NOE; an electronic spin in OHE) while nuclear tran-
sitions are simultaneously induced and observed at low field
strength. Under proper conditions, the result is a change in in-
tensity (usually positive) of the nuclear signals over those seen
in the absence of saturation. In OHE, the intensity increase may
be several-hundredfold; it is used mainly for detection of weak
signals (e.g., C^^ or P^^ ) . In NOE, the enhancement is much less
dramatic (less than 50^ for proton-proton interaction), but be-
cause of the origin of the effect, it can be readily used for
structural determination or spectral assignments.

Although Bloch^ extended Overhauser' s original theory to the
nuclear-nuclear case in 195^ ^ NOE did not come into use as a chemi-
cal tool until Anet and Bourn's work in I965.® Up till now, only
organic systems have been studied, but the application to inorganic
molecules (particularly organometallies) seems likely.

Theory^ -^

If the dipole-dipole (d-d) mechanism is the main process af-
fecting the spin-lattice relaxation process at the observed nucleus,
then satTiration of the other (nonequivalent) nucleus can lead to
enhancement of the absorption signal «^ Since the intramolecular d-d
interaction of the two nuclei is proportional to the inverse sixth
power of their internuclear distance, *^^ only those nuclei at short
distances from each other can exhibit NOE.

Consider the energy level diagrajn for the AX system, -'•^ both
having spin 1/2. Spin-spin coupling is neglected.

N
-<$

A E

or«r

A, Both gyromagnetic ratios
are positive.

B, The gyromagnetic ratios
are of opposite sign.
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We are interested in the intensity of the A transition sig-
nals. The intensity of A is proportional to the population
difference Ngg - N or N -

^rra.*^
^"^ thermal equilibrium, the

population distfib^ion is^given%y the Boltzmann factor
N„„„^ /N- ^ = exp(-AE^/2kT).i
upper lower a

If nucleus X is saturated, however, levels connected by X
spin transitions become equally populated, i.e., Nqo = No_ and
N . and N ^.

^^ P®

It has been shown that for a. d-d relaxation mechanism, tran-
sition probability pa predominates,***^® Thus, transitions between
states 6P and aa occur rapidly compared with the other relaxation
processes. Since the X upper spin levels are constantly being re-
populated, the result is a pumping action which continuously in-
creases the population differences between the A spin levels in the
case where the gyromagnetic ratios are both positive, and decreases
these differences where the gyromagnetic ratios are of opposite sign.
The signal intensity changes accordingly,

Solomon* has shown that under these conditions

A^ = Ao + 1/2 Xo

where A is the observed signal intensity, Ao the "normal" signal
intensity of nucleus A at low power levels, and Xo the "normal"
intensity of X,

Since Ao and Xo are related by Ao/Xo = Yo/y^-* ^® have
a X

A^ = Ao (1 + 1/2 y/Yq^)

and the enhancement factor is

A - Ao
-^~T = 1/2 Y /yAo ^x^ ^a

Note that if the two nuclei have y's of opposite sign, and if
lYyl > 2|y I J a negative signal can result. No experiment of this
sort has yet been reported.

Experimental

Observation of NOE depends on predominance of the intra-
molecular dipole-dipole interaction. This relaxation mechanism
will usually predominate^ if certain precautions are taken:

1) Use a solvent containing no strongly magnetic nuclei
(H^ or F^^)

2) Exclude all paramagnetic species-'-'^ (Degas seonple carefully)
3; Limit experiment to spin 1/2 nuclei (to avoid quadrupolar

relaxation.
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In determining signal enhancement, care should be taken to obtain
the total integrated intensity, since spin decoupling may cause
the central peak of a multiplet to grow, even in the absence of
an NOE.^®

Applications ^"^ "^

Anet and Bourn' s work® dealt with the spectral assignment of
the methyl resonances in B,p-dimethyl acrylic acid (l),

a GH3-,^p_«.^H (j\
b CHa^ ^ ^COsH ^^^

Saturation of either methyl group caused collapse of the proton
septet to a quartet (spin decoiApling), but more significantly,
irradiation of the upfield methyl resonance caused an increase of
17^ in the integrated area of the proton signal. Since no such
increase occurred when the other methyl signal was irradiated, the
upfield resonance was assigned to methyl group a, the one closer
to the proton.

In several cases, WOE's have been observed between protons
which are several bonds apart, but whose molecular configuration
locks the nuclei close to each other. Such observations^'^Q- have
aided greatly in structure determination.

The first case of 0~^ NOE was observed in formic acid,^^ where
an enhancement of 2,98 (same as theoretical enhancement) in the C^^
signal occurred upon saturation of the carbon-bonded proton.

It is usually the case that the saturating field also causes
spin-spin decoupling, hence loss of spectral information. Feeney,
et al.,^^ found that applying and then removing the decoupling
field immediately before examining a spectrum allowed retention of
spin-spin information, as well as some of the Overhauser intensity
enhancement.

In a very interesting case. Bell and Saimders-*-^ observed both
positive and negative KOE^ s in an all-proton system. The negative
effects occurred between two protons separated by an Intervening
proton. The authors advanced a non-rigorous explanation for the
effect.

Future

As mentioned above, it seems likely that the extension of NOE
to inorganic systems is forthcoming, A possible application is in
the conformational analysis of rigid ligands.
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r^SS SPECTROSCOPY OF TRANSITION METAL GARBONYLS

Richard P. Zerger May 6, I971

Introduction

Mass spectroscopy first began to be applied extensively to
the study of transition metal organometallic compounds in 1965^
although scattered papers in this area had appeared as early as
1955 including particularly Friedman, Irsa, and Wilkinson' s-*- now
classic study on the mass spectroscopy of biscyclopentadienylmetal
derivatives. The time lag between the surge of interest in the use
of this technique in organic and in inorganic chemistry does not
reflect the relative importance of this field in the two divisions
of chemistry, but more the difficulties of handling metal-containing
compounds in conventional instrimients. The basic theory^ and organ-
ic aspects^-''*' of mass spectrometry are well established and suf-
ficient is known of the behavior of organometallic compounds^ »

^'"^

in the mass spectrometer so that a comparison of the two types of
compounds can be made.

Fragme ntat ion

The stream of vaporized sample molecules entering the ion
source interacts with the beam of electrons to first form the molec-
ular ion in the following way:

EE + e -> OE"^' + 2e (1)

v/here the even-electron molecule becomes an odd-electron molecular
ion. An odd-electron ion, such as the molecular ion, may decompose
through one of two general pathways:

(a) Loss of an odd-electron radical to yield an even-
electron ion:

OE"^ ^ OE* + ee"^ (2)

(b) Loss of an even-electron molecule to yield an
odd-electron ion:

oe"^ ^ EE + oe"^ (3)

Decomposition of an even-electron ion can also proceed through two
pathways

:

(c) Loss of an even-electron molecule to yield an even-
electron ion:

EE**" ^ EE + EE"*" (4)

(d) Loss of an odd-electron radical to yield an odd-
electron ion:

EE"*" -> OE* + OE"^ (5)
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Many of the differences between electron-impact behavior of
organometallic and organic compounds arise from the lox-j M-C and
M-H (M = metal) bond strengths compared with those of C-C and C-H.
The greater electronegativity^ of carbon and hydrogen than of metals
means that when a positive ion decomposes > the charge is m.ost often
retained by the metal-containing fragment. With main-group organo-
metallics, molecular ions usually decompose by radical elimination
(2). In subsequent fragmentation, process (4) is the dominant
feature

.

Transition-metal complexes such as carbonyls often show
molecular ions of high abundance and the fragmentation behavior is
not dominated by odd- and even-electron considerations. This dif-
ference may be accounted for if primary ionization involves the
removal of an electron from an essentially non-bonding orbital. The
ligands of organotransition metal compounds produce the main charac-
teristics of the spectra, the influence of the metal being subtle.
Mass spectra of metal carbonyls exhibit stepwise loss of carbonyl
grours from the molecular ion. This metal-carbon bond cleavage is
such a favored fragmentation pathway that it predominates over most
other alternatives in the mass spectra of metal carbonyls containing
other ligands.

Applications

From the reaction of Pe3(C0)is, l,4-dibromobutyne-2 and zinc,
Nakamura and co-workers® obtained a complex vrhich they formulated
as the diiron pentacarbonyl, C4H4Fe2(C0)5o King®^-'-^ reported that
the mass spectrum of this compound exhibited the ion, G4H4Fe2(C0)i
indicating that th?

compound
correct formulation

'6

the
ion, \j4.i

of this complex to be
diiron hexacarbonyl, C4H4Pe2(G0)6. The diiron hexacarbonyl formu-
lation for the analogous tetraphenylbutatriene derivative has been
confirmed by X-ray crystal structure data 11

and Stone-^ ^ obtained a complex from the reaction ofKing
Fe3(C0)i2 and acenaphthylene v/hich they formulated as Ci 2He(Fe(C0)3 )2.
The mass spectnjim reported by King^ shov/s the ion of highest mass
as being C_i sHaFeaCcO J5 , indicating the complex to be the diiron
pentacarbonyl, Ci 2H8Fe(C0)5. This formulation was lo.ter confirmed
by X-ray crjrstallography^^ which indicated structure (l).

\ /
N C

(Cq) Fc Mf-^1
i 3

(I)

/ \
(II)

oi

(III) (r\^)

rr\LCO),
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Structure (ll) was first proposed by Manuel^ ^ for the product
of Pes (CO )t 2 and phenyl isocyanate. Later, Manuel reformulated his
compound J, XCe^5'^)aFe2{C0)Y, and reassigned to it structure (lll).-'-^

King^ ^ reported th^t> in the mass spectrum of (C6H5N)2Fe2(C0)7, the
ion, (C6H5N)2G0Pe2 3 is more than twice as abundant as any other ion
containing carbonyls. This suggested that the la.st carbonyl is lost
with much greater difficulty, and King proposed structure (IV) which
was later confirmed by X-ray.

^'''

Winters and Kiser^® as well as Bidinosti and Mclntyre^®^^°>^^
have used mass spectrometry to determine the metal-metal bond dis-
sociation energies of Mn2(CO)io and 002(06)8. By the introduction
of •Mn(C0)5 and Mn2(C0)io into the mass spectrometer, the ionization
potential of •Mn(C0)5 and the appearance potential of ]yin(C0)5 re-
spectively were obtained by Bidinosti and Mclntyre,-'-^ These were then
used to calculate the dissociation energy. They were also able to
determine4H for the reaction, iyin2(C0)io * 2 •Mn(G0)5,^^

Mass spectrometry was used in ^ two ways by Robinson and co-
workers^^ to characterize H2RU4 (00)13. The mass spectrum was used
for an accurate determination of the num.ber of hydrogens present,
and to determine that the hydrogens were bridging, since bridging
hydrogens are more strongly retaine(^ during fragmentation,

Oonclusion

Prom the above, it is evident that mass spectrometry is a
valuable tool for the characterization of transition metal carbonyls
as well as other organometallic compounds and can be used in the
following ways:

1. Determination of molecular weights and composition.
2. Determination of ionization potentials and bond energies,
3. Determination of structure.
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STmOTURAL STUDIES OF PYRIDINE DIOXII'IS COMPLEXES
OF Nl(ll) AND NI(IV)

(THESIS report)

Gordon D, Sproul

Introduction

May 11 5 1971

Recent molecular orbital calculations and spectral data
indicate that the coispo-und bis(2^6-'diacetylpyridlnedioxime

)

nickelCP/)^ [NiCDAPDJa]., can best be represented as a Ni(r/)

[nKdapd)^]
1/.

complex,^ S'ach Wi(lY) complexes are comparatively rare, and no
X-ray structural studies had been carried out on the Hi(lV)-oxime
complexes^ the most populous group of Ni(lY) compounds. It was
of interest to verify by crystallographic means that this is a
true Mi(lV) complex and to determine the ligand to loetal bond
distance.

Results

In a true Ni(iy) complex^ one would expect the Ni-llgand bond
distance to be significantly shorter than in an analogous Ni(ll)
complex* Therefore, various alkali metal salts of the Ni(ll) com-
plex Ni(DAPD)2^ were synthesiz-ed and one of these,
[Ll(xMeOH)4]2[l^IlDAPD)2j., was cr:/stalliz.ed. Actually, two different
crystalline habits were formed from slightly different growth
media. One of these habits, v^hich appeared to belong to a tet-
ra.gonal space group, was shov^m by preliminary X-ray photographic
techniques to be very probably a systematically twinned form of
the other, orthorhombic, crj^stalline habit. Intensity data, were
collected on a crystal of the orthorhombic (P2i2i2i) habit, and
the structure was solved by Patterson techniques—including methods
similar to the minimum function procedure 2

The Ni(lV) complex was synthesized in a manner similar to
that previously reported,-^ Preliminary X-ray photographic data
indicated that crystalline NiCDAPD)^ belongs to the space group
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I^i/ai this space group requires the Ki atom to lie on a ^-^3 center.
A Fourier map based on hea-\^ atom (Hi) phases indicated all non-
hydrogen atoms. Refinement with inclusion of all atoms resulted
in a structure with very small errors ( conventionaj. residual index
R = 0,025).

Inspection of literature values for Ni(ll)-N coordination
distances revealed a verj interesting relationship* The average
coordination distance for octahedral Ns complexes is 2.10 4- ,10 K,
while that for tetrahedral N4 complexes is 1,95^ *01 K (for square-
planar N4 complexes the distance is 1,88 + ,04 a7. These average
distances a,re not ODviously related to the oxidation state of the N
or to the electronic nature of the ligand. The compression factor
for the metal to ligand distance in going from octahedral to tetra-
hedral coordination^ 0^,93^ is very simila.r to the value ^ 0,955
calculated ty Pauling^ for the compression factor for ionic crystals
in which the number of nearest neighbors changes from six to four.

The lfi(ll)-N bond distances found in Ni(DAPD)a^"^ average 2.08 R,
a value verj close to that predicted for this bond. The correspond-
ing distance in the d® Ni(ly") complex.? averaging 1«93 S.3 is 0,15 K
shorter than ^for that in the analogous l!li(ll) complex. This veri-
fies that Hi(DAPD)2 is a true rii(lV) complex. Comparison can be
made with distances in Co hexammine complexes? in the d® Co (ill)
complex;? the Go-N distance is 0,18 K shorter than in the d"^ Co(ll)
complex. Although electrostatic attraction contributes to the
shortening of the higher oxidation state metal to ligand bond^ the
loss of a* electrons from the metal e,cr orbitals is probably the
greatest contributor to the bond shortening.
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TRANSITION METAL GARBENE GOMI^LEXES

Michael R. Walczak May 13 , 1971

In 1964 Fischer and Maasb^l reported the preparation and
characterization of a transition metal complex containing the ligand
methylmethoxycarbene.^ The complex, (methylmethoxycarhene )penta-
carbonyltungsten (o) (l), was the first example of a transition

OMe
/

(C0)5W-C (I)
\

Me

metal carbene complexi since then, many more compounds containing
carbenes as ligands have been reported, and today, carbene complexes
of Fef~^ Pd,® Pt,^~i^ Cr, Mo, W, Mn, and Re are known. The synthesis,
structure, bonding, and applications of carbene complexes of groups
VI and VII transition metals will be discussed.

Two synthetic routes have been primarily used to prepare carbene
complexes. The most widely employed reaction has been treatment of
a transition metal carbonyl compound with one equivalent of an organo-
lithium reagent, followed by alkylation using aqueous acid/diazo-
methane^^ or trialkyloxonium tetrafluoroborate^ ^ to give the alkoxy
carbene complex. All proposed intermediates in the reaction have
been isolated and characterized using IR and NMR,^'^-*^® Using this
route, the following carbonyls have been converted to the corre-
sponding alkoxy carbene complex:-"-**-^

*^"^°

OR
M(C0)6 -^ (C0)5M-G M = Cr, Mo, W

^R'

OR
(C0)5MPR3 -> (C0)4PR3M-C'^

~^R'

^OR
C5K5M(C0)3 -> G5H5(C0)2M-C M = Mn, Re

.OR
(Arene)Cr(C0)3 "* (Arene )Cr(C0)2G

^OR
Mn2(G0)io ^ Mn2(C0)9G-^^
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The second method of preparation involves reaction of an alkoxy
carbene complex with a nucleophile, -usually one containing an acidic
proton, to replace oxvgen with another hetero atom, either nitrogen
or sulfur. Ammonia, ^^ primary amines, ^^^^^ oximes,^* thiophenol,^^
and cyclohexylisonitrile^^'^^ give the following complexes, respec-
tively: (C0}5MC(NH2)R, (CO)sMG(HKR)R', {C0)5MG(N=GR2)R',
(COJsMCCsCeHslR, and (COJsCr-G-ClORjR'

.

N(G0Hi2)

Structures for the carhene complexes were determined from IR,
NMR, and mass spectroscopy data.^ ^^'*?^®~^® For the alkoxy carbene
complexes, no strong IR bands were observed in the region 150O-I7OO
cm ^, indicating they were not complexes containing^an acyl ligandj
rather, a strong band was found in the 1000-1200 cm"^ G-0 single bond
stretching region, suggesting the carbene formulation.^®

X-ray crystal structures^°~^^ have confirmed that the compounds
can be viewed as carbenes complexed to transition metals. The metal-
carbene carbon bond distance was found to be shorter than that ex-
pected for a metal-carbon single bond, indicating partial double bond
character. The carbene carbon-hetero atom bond distances i^ere inter-
mediate between carbon-hetero atom single and double bond distances.

To the extent that the carbene carbon-hetero atom bond shows
double bond character, there can be hindered rotation about this bond,
with the possibility of cis(ll) and trans (ill) isomers. Hindered
rotation has been observed in the IR and NMR spectra of amino carbene
complexes!^® moreover, the alkoxy carbene complex (methylraethoxy-
carbene)pentacarbonylchromium (o) gave a temperature dependent KMR
spectrum,^® indicating free rotation a,t room temperature.

(C0)5M R (G0)5M R
\ / X /

'.c (II) ;c (III)
'.!

:!

N N

H R R H

Bonding in carbene complexes involves o donation of the lone
pair on the carbene carbon to the metal, and tt backbonding from the
metal to the empty p orbital on the carbene carbon. There is also
an interaction between the lone pair on the hetero atom and the
carbene carbon p orbital, Carbenes have a higher donor/acceptor
ratio than carbon monoxide, ^'^>^°"^®

The Darensbourgs have calculated carbohyl stretching force
constants in pentacarbonyl metal carbene complexes using the Cotton-
Kraihanzel approximation,^"^ and then used Graham's method^® to
calculate a and tt parameters. Based on these parameters, they de-
scribed carbenes as both strong a donors and tt acceptors,^®
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Transition metal carbene complexes have potential usefulness.
They offer a sjmthetic pathway to aldehydes and ketones. ^*'^ ® They
are stable examples of a type of intermediate proposed for some
reactions. *° Their existence has been used to reassign a structure
in terms of a carbene complex.'^-'- **^

Fischer has reported the reaction of chromium hexacarbonyl with
diethylamide to form another, new type of carbene complex,*^ There
should be continued work in the future on transition metal carbene
complexes.
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CHROMIIBI (III) PHOTOCHEMISTRY

Jaines Eaton May 20, 1971

Introduction

Chromium (ill) photochemistry has been thoroughly investigated,
and there is perhaps more information available as to the effects
of visible light on these compounds than on any other type of trans-
ition metal complex. Chromium (ill) photochemistry is particularly
simple in that only substitution reactions (i.e., racemization,
solvation and isomerization) are observed. The purpose of this sem-
inar will be to discuss the physical aspects of chromiiam (ill) photo-
chemistry and present some representative reactions to indicate how
the photochemistry of chromium (ill) is different from the thermal
chemistry of chromium (ill). Using the data resultant from the study
of various reactions, the arguments for all proposed mechanisms will
be presented.

Background

Chromium (ill) complexes of octahedral symmetry usually exhibit
three ultraviolet bands between 300 mjj and 550 m\i with s between 10
and 100 and one band 650 ran and 750 mij with e equal to .^-1. The
stronger bands are designated Qi , Qa, and Q3, with Qi being the lowest
in energy, •' The weak band of lowest energy is designated D, They
correspond to the following transitions in the molecule:^

D *A2g«^2Eg

Q2 ^As^-^^T:,^ (F)

Q3 ^Asg-^-^Tig (P)

In non-octahedral molecules, such as those with C4y syraiTietry, split-
ting of these levels may occur. However, if the microsymmetry of the
molecule is octahedral, or the ligands fall close to one another in
the spectrochemical series, then an ©ctahedral environment is assumed.
In molecules which do not fit these classifications, the above symbols
are still used, although in a more general sense.

The two states v;-hich are important in chromium (ill) photo-
chemistry are the ^Eg and the ^'^2~» It is important to establish
their relative positions and lifetimes.

Three possible alignments exist for the ^E and the
These are shown below.^ ^
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In figure (a), point p lies at higher energy than the minimum
for the doublet state; thus, most of the molecules will cascade down
and end up in the doublet excited state i\rhere they can phosphoresce
to the ground state. In figure (b), both phosphorescence and
fluorescence should be observed as both states are equally probable
and, in figure (c), only fluorescence should be seen,"

From luminescence studies of chromium (ijl) complexes in rigid
glass mediums, all complexes except Cr(urea)3 ^ were found to shovj
phosphorescence only, while Cr(urea)3 ^ shows both. From this and
the above discussion, one concludes that the doublet lies below the
quartet. Unfortunately, it is dangerous to extend this to non-
octahedral complexes as we shall see*

The lifetime of the doublet state has been estimated from
phosphorescent emission in rigid glass solution to be on the order of
io"^ seconds,'^ Since no phosphorescent emission is observed at room
temperature, the lifetime may be as long as one second. On the other
hand, calculations for the lifetime of the '^Ta- state have been re-
ported to give values of about 10""^ seconds. Recently, Adamson has
presented an article which refutes this. He has shown that a. more
careful examination of the system leads to the conclusion that the
lifetime may be on the order of 10~^ seconds. This is important, as
some reactions have been reported v/ith activation energies as high as
10 kcals. For this type of reaction, the reactive state must have a
lifetime of at least lO"® seconds.

The two higher quartets deactivate quite rapidly to the first
excited quartet or to the doublet. Their lifetimes have been esti-
mated at 10"*^^ seconds. This rules them, out as possible reactive
intermediate s

.

Reactions

For octahedral complexes, the most studied system is the
CrCNHa) (H2Q)6^yi« Plane^^*'' and his group followed the photoexchange
of Cr(H20)6 ^ with solvent v;ater by 0^® tracer. The irradiation was
performed in all three bands, Qi , Q,^, Q3, and at 0, 10 and 27°C.
Unfortunately, the quantum yield was affected by a large experimental
error due to the fact that the dark reaction proceeds at a faster
rate than the photochemical one.

At 27°C, the quantum yield was reported as 0.02, There is some
temperature dependence between 0°C and 10°C, but none between 10*^0

and 27°C, From this temperature dependence, an E of 13 kcals was
inferred. This indicates a long lived intermediatle, i,e., the ^E
state; however, the experimental uncertainty makes this number at
least suspect.

For Cr(NH3)6 ^ '^>^>^ and the other compounds containing mixed
aquo-ammonia coordination, the reaction was followed spectrophoto-
metrically. The quantum yield for the irradiation of the three Q
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bands was independent of the light intensity and the temperature and
was about ten times as large as for the pure aquo complex, Also^,

the irradiation was performed in the region of the D band;, but no
increase in quantum yield was noted. The apparent E for the
reaction vras 0,

The photochemistry of many non-octahedral complexes like
Cr(NH3)5NCS ^ and Cr(en)2(0H)2 have been investigated. They have
provided additional information for the determination of a mechanism.
However, they have raised as many questions as they have answered.
CrCNHslsNCS ^ ^0,11 undergoes NCS aquation in the dark. Adamson and
Sporer report the photochemical aquation with a quantum yield of about
.07. Later, Waggener found evidence for aquation of both NCS and NH3.
Adamson^ ^ did a detailed study on both the thermal and photochemical
reactions,

.,..,^1.,.^? ,,.,> CrCKHaJsHaO"^^ + NCS"
H2O + Cr(NH3)5NGS^j

^ ^_ ^ ^__ ^,__4.,

ka ^;

^ Cr(M3)4(H20)NCS ^ + mis

He found that the ratio of ki/ks has an upper limit of .5. The
^i/)^2 ratio was 20 for irradiation in the Qi band and 8 for the D
band. The quantum yield for the quartet was higher than that of the
doublet and essentially temperature independent. The product ob-
tained for the NH3 aquation was the trans isomer.

The last reaction of interest is that of CrCenJaCOHJa .^^

Thermally both the cis and trans isomers undergo isomerization. How-
ever, photochemically the trans species was prone to isomerize,
while the cis species underwent aquation. Thus, it appears that not
one, but perhaps two, species are acting as reactive intermediates
with their own inherent stereospecificity.

Mechanisms

In general, two mechanisms have been proposed for the photo-
chemistry of chromium (ill). The first, which was suggested by
Plane® J® and Sehl^fer,-'-^ assumes that regardless of x^rhich band is
irradiated, the complex terminates in the ^E state. For octahedral
complexes, this argument has some weight and is accepted by many
authors. However, the stereospecificity of non-octahedral complexes
has raised some question as to its validity.

In the octahedral complexes, it was noted that regardless of
which quartet band was excited, the quantum yield was always about
the same. Since it v/as generally agreed that the higher quartet
states deactivated to the ^Ta quite rapidly, and a facile inter-
system crossing mechanism did^exist from luminescence experiments,
then, either the '^Ta^ or the ^E could be considered as the re-
active intermediate,'^' The ^E b(=!ing the longer lived of the two
was chosen. It was also shown that as the energy separation between
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the doublet and the quartet increasedj, the quantum yield did also.
This indicates that thermal population back into the quartet from
the doublet has been reduced and more molecules are able to react.

One problem with this is the lack of an increase in the quantum
yield upon irradiation of the D band. This is explained by assuming
the yield for intersystem crossing from the quartet to the doublet
is unity and the reaction competes with deactivation to the ground
state, ^^

For non-octahedral complexes;, however j, this mechanism is not
enough. In mixed ligand complexes, two photochemical reactions
usually occur with the ratio of their quantum yields being wavelength
dependent. Several viev/s have been presented to expls.in this problem.
Adamson^*® proposes that the two reactive states are the two lowest
quartet states « Wasgestin and Schl^.fer-^ indicate in their work with
Cr(KH3)5Cl ^ that the M3 release is due to the doublet state and the
CI" release is due to the charge transfer state. Unfortunately^ not
enough work has been done to reach any definite conclusions and> until
more precise quantum yield and activation studies are undertaken, this
question will remain open.

Once the reactive species are determined, mechanistic information
will be readily available by comparison X'j'ith other systems. The ^E^
state has a vacant tso- orbital and could be compared to the V(lll)
or the Cr(lV) systems'? both of which are labile » The *T2 has an e
orbital which is half filled and analogies could be drawn^etween ^

that and the d'* Mn(lll) system.

Future Directions

Better actonometers and more precise quantum yield, measurements
are needed to clarify the glaring discrepancies in the already exist-
ing data. Also, the area of photosensitizers, as yet untouched,
should be explored as precise inforffi.ation on excited states vjould
be provided.
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STUDIES ON LEWIS-ACID-BASE ADDUCTS

(THESIS REPORT)

Thomas 0. Maier May 25 > 1971

Introduction

Spectrophotometric measurements have long been used to
determine formation constants. For those situations in which
the spectrin for each of the absorbing species is not known^
various graphical techniques have been used to determine simul-
taneously the formation constants and molar absorptivities.'
In the course of investigating 1:1 adducts, it v;as shown that
quite serious errors could be introduced into the resulting data
by using standard procedures for calcula^ting these quantities,
A rigorous procedure for calculating the data was presented,^
but the problem of determining the best solution to the multiple
sets of experimental data remained » With the popularization of
high speed computers, graphical techniques for finding the best
solution have been replaced by numerical search^ or least-squares'^'
techniques* A minimum seeking routine and sharpness of fit cri-
terion for the analysis of 1;1 adducts has previously been described.

Discussion

I have been Interested in transition metal ion systems in-
volving both 2sl and 1^1 adducts. Therefore ^ I examined possible
pitfalls in obtaining and calculating data on these systems. The
magnitude of the error that can be introduced by non-rigorous
calculational procedures is amazing « Evidently, the source of the
error can com.e from any of three areas: the computer program it-
self, the accuracy of the spectrophotometric data, and the ingenuity
of the experimenter in obtaining his data.

It has been found that for equilibria involving 2:1 adducts,
numerical search procedures may fail to find the best set of
constants and instead find a local minimum, i^hich appears to be the
best fit. The non-linear least squares teclinique, which varies all
adjustable parameters simultaneously, appears to find the true
minimum in all cases.

Even though the comparison between calculated and observed
data is very sm.all, large uncertainties may be present in the
calculated thermodynamic constants,'*^^ This is usually due to
dependence of one varia.ble on another, such that a change in the
one can be corrected by a change in the other. The correlation
coefficients can indicate when this is a problem. This problem
is especially common if K^ > Ki ,

In using a limited number of data points at a limited number
of wavelengths, the selection of data used will often determine
the accuracy of the results. Use of concentrations of acid and
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base which do not accurately detei^mine all the thermodynamic
constants will obviously lead to poor results, but in some
cases, this error is not obvious, so the calculated constants
may have errors larger than the constants themselves.
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NIVIR STUDIES OF HALOMETHYIiATOBIS(DIMETHYLGLYOXIMATO)-

gobalt(iii) adducts

(Thesis Report)

Raymond S, Stewart May ZJ , 1971

The use of inorganic complexes as models for biochemical
systems is well established,-^ '*^ One particular class of trans-
ition metal complexes, methylatobis(dimethylglyoximato)-
cobalt(lll) adducts, or "cobaloximes, " has provided interesting
analogies to Vitamin Bi^,^ Although many cobaloximes have been
synthesized, there have been few reported effects to evaluate
quantitatively the reaction of these compounds in solution.

One particularly attractive method for systematically at-
tacking this problem has been to study the ligand exchange
properties of cobaloximes. Although various spectroscopic tools
have been utilized j, one recent report used proton nmr,^ The rates
of ligand exchange were shown to be on the nmr time scale and a
relative ordering of several Lewis bases was reported.

Recent studies by Wood and coworkers have included the
syntheses and characterization of halomethylcobalajinins»^.» ® The
reactivity of these Vitamin Bi 3 derivatives suggest a dependence
on the electronegativity of the halomethyl moiety. It was there-
fore decided to attempt to carry out studies on suitable analogous
cobaloximes. Today's seminar will deal with the synthesis and
proton nmr studies of halomethylcobaloximes,

Monohalomethyl- and dihalomethylcobaloximes viere synthesized
using routine procedures.''' Serious difficulties arose in the
attempted preparation of trihalomethylcobaloximes. These diffi-
culties will be discussed and contrasted with the successful
syntheses of trihalomethylcobalamins

.

A general two-site computer program® was used to evaluate
the variable temperature nmr data for several halomethylcobaloximes
Where quantitative studies could not be done, the qualitative
results will be discussed. The kinetic data will be compared with
recent results obtained for other cobaloximes.

Several trends are suggested from the data and these will be
discussed and contrasted with the reported trends in
halomethylcobalamins

.
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STRUCTURAL AND CHExMICAL IWKSTIGATIONS OP
SOME ORGANIC AND ORGANOMETALLIC MOLECULES

(THESIS report)

Swanson June 1, 1971

Thesis research was conducted in four distinct areas. These
areas may be categorized as follows: 1. Structural and chemical
investigations of compounds containing three membered heterocyclic
rings, ?. , Synthetic and mechanistic studies of systems involving
reactions between nickel carbonyl and chloroolefins , 3, Struc-
tural investigations of several cobaloxime complexes which have been
proposed as Vitamin Bi p models. 4. Structural study of tetra-
methylaramonium chloride hydrogenchloride aimed at elucidating the
special features of the Cl-H-Cl hydrogen bonded anion. A brief
review of these problems follows.

1. This problem, originally scheduled to be a ,joint study of
the bonding, electron density in tetracyanoethylene oxide utilizing
X-ray and neutron diffraction data, has taken two directions. The
results of the X-ray and neutron diffraction studies are completed^
and were first reported in a paper given at the Winter A.C.A. Meeting
in New Orleans (Abst. KG, March 4, 1970). My main contribution to
this problem involved the preparation of suitable crystals for both
the X-ray and neutron diffraction experiments, carrying out the
initial X-ray investigation and ?icquiring supporting data such as
mass spectra a.nd infrared. While attempting to synthesize other
suitable three membered heterocyclic ring systems to study, a thor-
ough investigation of published procedures for diaziridine syntheses
was made. During this synthetic study, the bisulfate salt of di-
methyldia^.iridine was isolated and characterized.''^ Dimethyldiaz-
iridine was synthesized utilizing known procedures which had not
previously been tried, and spectral data was obtained which strongly
indicated that a new compound, dicyanodiaziridine, had been formed
in another reaction. A preliminary single crystal X-ray investiga-
tion of dimethyldiaziridine was also made,

y.. Olefins are known to undergo specific reactions in the
presence of Ni(co)4, which depend on the reaction conditions em-
ployed. ""^ These reactions include carboxylation, acylation, dimer-
ization and complex formation. Mechanisms for each type have been
postulated in the literature » It has been observed, however, that
"activated" olefins such as acrylonitrile, 1,1-dicyano, 1,1,2-
tricyano, and tetracyanoethylenes are unreactive to carbonylation,'*
and generally unpredictable in their reactions with Ni(C0)4.^ A
perusal of the recent literature suggests that, with the exception
of platinum and palladium, the reactions between highly chloro-
substituted olefins and transition metals have been neglected. In
those systems which have been examined, oxidative addition reactions
are generally found to occur in the presence of low valent metals.^
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These data suggest that ^ 'activated*' olefins behave differently in
their reactions vfith rfi(C0)4 than their mono- or unsubstituted
analogs. We have studied the reactions of pentachloropropene
(PCP), tetrachlorocyclopropena^ chloroacrylonitrile, and fl, 9 di-
chloroacrylic acid in the presence of Ni(G0)4 and found that
dimerizations, polymerizations, and carbonylations can occur.
Organic reaction products were characterized by i.r., n.m.r.,, and
mass spectroscopy, along with elemental analyses. The isolation
of nickel-chloroolefin adducts and CO evolution measurements sug-
gest mechanistic differences in the reactions involving
chloroolefins

„

3. Single crystal X-ray diffraction studies have been carried
out on several cobaloxime complexes, [CHsColDHJaL; L = -CNCH3,
.P(0C;H3)3, and (CH3Co(DHs> ),o )p], which have been proposed as models
for Vitamin Bi^, To date, the crystal structures of methylato bis-
dimethylglyoximato Cobalt (ill), a dimer and methylatotrimethyl-
phosphato bisdimethylglyoximato Cobalt (ill) have been solved and a
preliminary X-ray investigation of the methylisocyanide analog has
been completed. This work has been carried out in collaboration
with Dr. T. L. Brown's group ^ who have prepared the compounds and
studied their chemistry by spectroscopic techniques,"^ including
n.m.r., i.r., and n.q.r.. The structural studies may prove to be
invaliiable aids in a more complete understanding of these model
systems,

4, This was also a collaborative project carried out during
the Summer of I969 at Argonne National Laboratory under the super-
vision of Dr. Jack Williams » A survey of the recent literature re-
garding salts thought to contain tJie bichloride ion (Cl-H-Cl)"
revealed considerable controversy regarding both the geometry of
the anion in the tetramethylammoniiim salt and the nature of the
hydrogen bond present.^ We investigated the structure of this com-
pound by single crystal X~ray diffraction methods. The results^
indicated the presence of an asymmetrical hydrogen bond, which was
subsequently proven by a neutron diffraction study.'"
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VIBRATIONAL SPECTRA AKD BONDING IN PLATINUM(IV) CYANIDE COMPLEXES
(THESIS REPORT)

Mel Memering June 11, 1971

Introduction

In contrast to the numerous vibrational studies of substituted
metal carbonyls, comparatively few vibrational studies have focused
on the analogous cyano metal comnlexes. Vibrational studies of mono-
substituted metal cyanides have been limited mainly to pentacyano-
nitrosyls.''' In addition, most of these studies have been restricted
to the C-N stretching region.

This thesis report will discuss the vibrational spectra and
bonding for the series of complexes M2Pt(CN)5X (M = alkali metal;
X = CI, Br, I, CN). This system is interesting in that a-bonding
predominates over n-bonding because of the large effective nuclear
charge of platinum ( IV )

.

Synthetic Procedures

Preparation of K2Pt(CN)5l involved the method of Babkov^ in
which K2Pt(CN)4 is oxidized by cyanogen iodide. The bromo and
chloro species were nre-nared by an in situ oxidation of the iodide
by the respective halogen;^ the hexacyano complex, by cyanide sub-
stitution of the iodo complex.^ The salts of the other alkali metals
were prepared in an analogous fashion or by metathetical processes.
Exchange reactions with isotopically labeled KCN(60^ ^^N) were also
attempted to test the feasibility of stereospecific substitution.

Analysis of Vibrational Spectra

Infrared intensity measurements in the cyanide region indicate
that the extent of n-bonding in this system is comparatively sm-all."^

The effect of the halide is small, but measurable; the amount of
n-bonding increases in the order Cl<'Br<I.

There are a number of factors which affect the position of
cyanide stretching frequencies. In simple non-bridging cyanide,
'^rijq falls within a narroxv range defined by the ratio of coordination
nurwDer to oxidation state of the central metal.^ \lhen bridging or
strong cationic attractions take place, the cyanide stretching modes
invariably are shifted to higher energies,®-'''' The large shifts ob-
served in the formation of adduct bands result from a change in
cyanide force constants;® small shifts due to lattice interaction
can be attributed simply to a change in the mechanics of vibration
in this system.^ These interaction effects are demonstrated by a
number of hexacyanoplatinate(iv) salts.

Unambiguous assignments of skeletal C-N and Pt-X stretching
modes were obtained, though the exact position of the apical Ai
stretching vibration could not be determined with accuracy. The
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C-Pt-C and C-Pt-X deformations as well as lattice modes can be
assigned for the regions below 200 cm"^

.

Since no less than ten fundamental modes are exDected in the
region 500-300 cm"^ , sr)ectra in this region are quite complicated
by coupling, lattice interactions, and the effect of the halide
substituent. The assignments postulated for this region should be
regarded as tentative at this point.

Conclusion

Because of the high degree of a-bonding exhibited in these com-
plexes, a number of interesting phenomena are observed:

i^!
1) The extent of n-bonding is minimal.
2} The positions of cyanide absorptions occur at very

high energies, especially in bridging systems.
(3) The nature of the halide substituent has little

effect on the vibrational spectra of the complexes.
(4) By comparison with the effect of halide on the

vibrational spectra and bonding, intermolecular lattice
interactions are dominant.
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